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Local Bus System
To Begin Running
Again-On-Monday
a
The bus system operated by the
duties. Joe Canady and Cindy Craven
Murray-Calloway County Senior
will be the drivers of the two buses that
Citizens will again be serving local
will be operating in the system.
people Monday according to an
The system will be in operation from
announcement made by Senior Citizens
6:30 a. .m to noon and from 1 p. m. to
and bus system officials Friday
5:30 p. m. daily. Officials did point out,
afternoon.
however, that persons wanting a ride
The system, which officially begin - should call as far in advance as possible
operating locally in mid-August of last
and that persons needing bus service
year, was forced to halt operations due
between 6:30 a. m. and 8:30 a. m. would
to lack of funds when a federal grant
have to call the day before as the
ran out June 30. The grant funds had
dispatcher will not be on duty until 8:30
been used primarily to pay
a. m.
administrative costs of the program,
The buses will run on an "on-call"
local officials said Friday.
system only, the officials said. The bus
The bus service is enableeto begin
system's phone number is 753-9725.
again due to three 'workeg being
Fares on the bus system, within the
provided through the local CETA
city, are 50 cents per trip (one-way ).
program administered 'through the
Outside the city but within the county,
office of Calloway County Judge Robert fares are $1 for the first 10 miles; $2 for
0. Miller.
10 to 15 miles; and $3 over 15 miles.
Nancy Myers will be serving as
Senior citizens may receive a 50 per
administrator of the program as well as cent discount on rides by purchasing
handling dispatching and secretarial tickets in advance at the senior citizens

GOING UP—Rapidly taking shape on the Murray State University campus is the new Waterfield library Building.
Formerly the Waterfield Student Union Building, the $3 million conversion project is expected to be completed by
Sept. 1, 1978. It will include almost 100,000 square feet of space, more than 57,000 in the existing structure and
40,800 in the addition.

office.
"We want to thank the people of
Murray and Calloway County for their
patience," Ms. Myers said."We hope to
be able to provide as good a service now
as before."
During the first 10ka months of the
system's operation, prior to service
being halted at the end of June, over
11,000 individuals had used the service.
When the system first began
operations
August
in
1976,
approximately 400 persons per month
were riding the buses. Figures released
in June revealed that 2,000 rides per
month_ were being provided at that
_
.
time.
The Senior Citizen's Advisory Board
transportation committee is composed
of Dick George, chairman; Jennie
Gordon, Sue Outland, Paul Mansfield,
Phil Deaver, Pam Garland, Hazel
Locke, Lloyd Arnold, Madie Vaughn
and Ann Kelly Bolin.

Return Of Warm Weather Means
Grumpy Motorists Says Official
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) — The
return of warm& weather this weekend
will mean more grumpy motorists,
possibly more accidents, and certainly
more service calls for overheated cars,
a state police official says.
Summer weekends bring out vacation
travelers, and the heavy traffic and hot
weather can make drivers irritable, Lt.
Ernest Bivens, public affairs director
for the Bureau of State Police, said
Friday.
"Our weekends in the past month
have just been terrible," Bivens said.
"On three weekends this month
'including the three-day July 4 holiday)
we've had 34 people killed."
The high weekend traffic toll, he said,

"is a normal thing for summer, but I
think the heat's been an escalating
factor.
"It always affects our driving," he
said, and also, "perhaps we might tend
to try to cool ourselves off more with a
little liquid refreshment."
An indication of that, he said, is that
state police arrested 66 motorists last
Saturday on a charge of driving while
intoxicated and 51 last Sunday,'
compared with 17 on Monday. The
figure one February Sunday was n, he
said.
The worst hot-weather traffic
problems have occurred in northern
Kentucky, where repairs to the
Interstate 75 bridge across the Ohio

inside today
One Section — 12 Pages
Jima* Carter's- 'difficuir- _reorgaaiaatiorra-plion
analyzed in a special "Washington Today" column by AP
writer Frank Cormier on today's Opinion Page, page 4.

cloudy and warm

today's index

Mostly sunny and warm today.
Highs in the upper 80s. Partly
cloudy and mild tonight with. a
slight chance of a thundershower
late tonight. Lows near 70. Partly
Cloudy and warm with a good
chance of thundershowers on
Sunday. Highs in the upper 80s to
low 90s. Probabilities of
measurable precipitation 20 per
cent tonight and 50 per cent
Sunday
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River have frequently backed up miles
of traffic in recent weeks,Bivens said.
"They've had everything from a
carnival affair to fist fights up there,"
he said.
Some people get mad, he said.
"They've even had people banging into
each other with their automobiles
intentionally, and some people have
engaged in fisticuffs.
"But there are others who relax and
it," he said. "One officer saw a
who was hot and sweating
profusely. Then a man jumped out of
his car with a towel, ran over and'
mopped her off and went back and got
in his car. In a traffic jam, you see al.
kinds of personalities."
Automobiles overheat in 90-degree
weather, leaving unprepared motorists
stranded, Bivens said.
In the 85-mile drive from Louisville to
Wslton _in .42ase Coanty,pne state
trooper stopped to help six motorists
whose cars had overheated one day this
week, Bivens said.
Glenn Lewis, who works at Bob's
Interstate 66 Service Station on
Interstate 64 at Frankfort, said, "The
hot weather has really caused a lot of
them to overheat."
During the recent heat wave, he said,
"a lot of them have pulled into the drive
— about twice as many as normal."
Bivens said he stopped twice this
week to help motorists with overheated
cars, only to find they were prepared.
"They both carried water with
them," he said. "All they had to do was
let the car cool off and pour it in."
Bievens and Lewis said knowing what
to do in traffic jams can help prevent
overheating.
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THE FIGHT SCENE — In one of the action paced scenes from the Community Theatre's enctore production of Mark
Twain's classic "Torn Sawyer" Tom and a classmate have a disagreement. John Hassell who plays Torn, and Billy
Phillips as his arch rival Alfred Temple are pictured here rehearsing one of the highlights of the show."Tom Sawyer"
is the third production of the newly established Community Theatre's Summer Program. The show will have its final
.presentation this evening at the new city-county park (at the site of the old courthouse.) The lour-act show begins
-••
---•••••e
SLIM P.m.-Admission IS One cicala, for everyone.-•
•••-• •
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Teachers Attend Workshop On
Gifted And Talented At MSU
Eighty teachers and school
administrators from across Kentucky
are at Murray State University . this
week attending workshops dealing with
the teaching of gifted and talented
students in the elementary and
secondary schools.

•••• gee
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SINCERELY YOURS! — Mrs. Learon McGary", 1308 Overby, watches as Kentucky author and poet
Jesse Stuart
autographs a copy of his poem,'This Is My Kentucky," for her earlier this week at Murray State University.
Stuart,
one of the nation's foremost writers, was on the Murray campus directing the university's seventh annual Jesse
Stuart Creative Writing Workshop in which 80 aspiring novelists, poets and short story writers are enrolled.
11 ends
July 29.

%CS' 111*
.
•

J1,40

their schools
:
*
Among those attending the one-week
workshop are three from Murray
Independent, Kaye Peebles, Brenda
Maddox,and Peggy Brown

The campus coordinators for the
workshops are Dr. Bill Price and Dr.
Doris Helge both faculty members in
the College of Human Development and
Learning at Murray State.

The two workshops, sponsored by the
Kentucky Department of Education,
are being conducted concurrently, one
for two weeks' duration and one for one
week__ _
The two-week workshop, Gifted and
Talented Teacher Training, will
continue through July 29. The one-week
program, a staff development
workshop for gifted and , ,talented
education, ends today.
Participants include both teachers
and representatives from school
districts which either have programs
for gifted children or are planning the
implementation of such a program,
according to Joe Clark, state
coordinator for gifted and talented
education in the Department of
Education in Frankfort.
Kentucky school
Twenty-five
syltems presently are involved in a
AT GIFTED WORKSHOP—Five of the 80 teachers and school adfederally-funded pilot project dealing
ministrators attending workshops at Murray State University deeling with
with instructing gifted children. Teams
the teaching of gifted and talented children take time during break to from these systems, ranging from one
check some points made with two of the workshop instructors, Joe Clark,
to four members, recently attended a
left, coordinator of gifted and talented instruction with the Kentucky
two-week-long training-a- session in
Department of Education, and Dr. Bill Price, a member of the College of •
Louisville, 'planning and developing
Human Development,and learning faculty, second from the left. The partheir local programs.
ticipants shown are, from the left Steve Schenck, Franklin County High
Many of these same individuals are
School, Erankfort;.Ka_y Peebles, Murray Middle 5iclyool;-ftuth Arm Henson..
l'arrently Attending-41W Workahops- at
Cen r i; lath Pitt Principal .170,
Clark Element&PI
booSckil4Y
Murray State receiving falai training' -‘!•-.;•• Clinton
_
Njhoritios„Thurston Sch041.0e*S11C4unty*Adore establishing similar proapy
.ws44A-kotv.491349
.111 kng
-.V4.416'.--•
• -.P•pric-.:..11E`‘
•
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Your Individual
Horoscope
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Miss Tina Thompson
Choosing A Nursing-HOme
Honored With Shower

FOR MONDAY, JULY ZS, 1P77

CaII

What kind of day will tention and tasseling. Sane
tomorrow be? To find out what new offers worthy of
the stars say, read the forecast havsesier---SAGITTARIUS
given for your birth Sign.
(Nov. 23 to Dec. 21) )0111i$
Poise needed. Know whet is
ARM
(Mar. 21 to Apr. 20) TA expected of you and strive in
Stellar influences fairly your finest manner. An exstroke
of
generous. Study new situations traordinary
carefully, and your native in- proficiency at a telling moment
telligence will help you make could increase your prestige
CAPRICORN
the most of each.
(Dec. 22 to Jan. 20) WO
TAURUS
Proceed with vigor now and
l'
(Apr. 21 to May 21) 6Coa
Some things may bother you get projects headed in the right
more than usuaL Don't fret. direction. Consult with those
,01cago 7nbuneN V News Synd Inc
1977 by The0
Rather, check and look more who can give you a boost.
closely into pertinent matters — AQUARIUS
21 to Feb. 19)
DEAR ABBY: We are the parents of two boys, ages 6 to find the cause, and be able to Jan.
This
day's accent is on career
cope.
and 7. A very sweet 14-year-old neighbor girl babysits for
achievement, improved
us. She's always been very reliable, and the boys adore GEMINI
(May 22 to June 21) DAP- relations with those in positions
-her.._...-------------------yettif.lasillitti guide:you ct authority. great- day tor
Severanights ago tfie 6-year-Olarola nr that the si&r
now since your chances of at- making room for yourself at the
said they could stay up an hour poetr thihir bedtime if they taining
goals are excellent. top.
took off their clothes and ran through the house naked. He Imagination and a little daring PISCES
said they refused and went to bed. The 7-year-old could pay off handsomely. (Feb. 20 to Mar. 20)Cr
confirmed the story and added a few more disturbing CANCER
Consider new methods and
details.
(June 22 to July 23) eel techniques, but don't reach
I know that kids sometimes make-up things, but after I
Good lunar influences. beyond your capacities — a
explained the seriousness of their. accusations, they Especially favored: real estate temptation now. Utilize adassured me' they were telling the truth.
deals, home improvements, vantages wisely; keep working
It's hard to believe this girl would do something like this. family concerns, romance and toward your highest goals.
bet what do I do now? Should I talk to her mother? She's a social activities.
YOU BORN TODAY are
nice woman and would probably be shocked and hurt, but LEO
(July 24 to Aug. 23) J2fg endowed with many qualities
she'd want to know if this were true.
Unexpected interruptions with which to win first-rate
Or should I talk to the girl? I can't have her babysit
again thinkiog something might happen tansy sons. I don't may slow you down a bit, if you success: a strong individuality,
want to hurt anyone unnecessarily, but children must be coordinate as you should, you a genius for leadership and
will find the means to straighten unusually fine gifts of
protected.
out satisfactorily. organization and salesmanship.
'PERPLEXED MOTHER everything
Do try to curb a tendency
VIRGO
24 to Sept 23) IPLA. toward overaggressiveneu,
DEAR MOTHER: Talk tu_the girl, not in a judgmental (Aug.
Superiors should be receptive however, or you could make
or accusatory way, but as a concerned mother who doesn't to your ideas now. Advance many enemies as you follow
- want-her-sons involved in further nudey games. You could
your best ones — but tactfully, your road to the top. Your
also use this incident to impart some badly needed of course. And DO avoid the versatility and gregariousness
elementary sex education to a-young girl who is naturally offbeat.
are outstanding and, though
extremely progressive in your
LIBRA
(Sept. 24 to Oct. 23) An thinking, you have a fondness
DEAR ABBY: What in your opinion is the most
Cut loose from undesirable for the old; would make an
important ingredient in a successful party?
situations. Try again — from excellent dealer in arts and
THE HOSTESS'WITH THE MOSTEST scratch, if need be. Retracting antiques. Other fields in which
an be a revivifying process in you could excel: the stage, the
law, politics, or in busineis,as a
certain areas.
DEAR MOSTEST: People! It's not what you put on the
manager of large enterprises.
TABLE,It's what you put on the CHAIRS that makes a SCORPIO
Oct. 24 to Nov. 22) 111/(V Birthdate of: David Belaaco,
good party.
theatrical
What pleases one may not playwright,
Her.ry Knox, let
DEAR ABBY:I've been living with Larry for 14 months. please another. You may have producer;
to juggle a bit to avoid con- Sec'y of War, U.S.A.
We get along perfectly except when I bring up the subject

Teen Babysitter
Disturbs Mother

By Abigail Van Buren

of marriage. He says, "Maybe someday, but now now!"
When we decided to live together it was supposed to be
a "trial" to see if we got along well enough to get married.
I think we've passed the test, but apparently Larry still
isn't sure. He doesn't even want to get officiklly engaged.
I am 19 and he is 25. I was married for two years, and I'm
sure we could make a marriage work.
Should I drop the subject, or should Larry give me a
date?
WANTS MARRIAGE
DEAR WANTS: If Larry doesn't give you a date, drop
the subject AND. also Larry.
CONFIDENTIAL TO "SOCIAL FLOP" IN LITTLE
ROCK: Here's a helpful tip for the shy woman. Ode very
wise man said:"A beautiful woman is the one I notice. A
charming woman is the one who notices ME."
Hate to write letters? Send $1 to Abigail Van Buren, 132
Lasky Dr., Beverly Hills, Calif. 90212, for Abby's booklet
"How to Write Letters for All Occasions." Please enclose a
long,self-addressed,stamped 12441 eevelepe.

Your Individual
Horoscope
Frames Drake
FOR SUNDAY, JULY 24, 1277
What kind of day will SCORPIO
tomorrow be? To find out what (Oct. 24 to Nov. 22) ntAr''
the stars say, read the forecast
You may have to make some
given for your birth Sign.
concessions in a family matter,
but the end results will be very
ARIES
worthwhile. Expect scene good
(Mar. 21 to Apr. 20)
news in the p.m.
Your intuition and self- SAGITTARIUS
reliance stimulated now. And (Nov. 23 to Dec. 21)
both will be needed if you are to
False statements COULD
solve some possible "tricky" mislead but, trader day's capital
situations. Don't become influences, you should be able to
anxious, however.
discriminate well. Just be alert.
TAURUS
CAPRICORN
(Apr. 21 to May 21) NV
' (Dec. 22 to Jan. 20) V
Stellar aspects indicate a day
A day for some reevaluation.
of successful moves and plans, Dress up an old idea, give an
but all will require know-how, inert interest new life, indiligence and painstaking care. vestigate new avenues to
Don't laun,into _ _uncharted ..progreas.Propietaziosato-your
seas.
heart can be furthered notably
GEMINI
with the right push.
(May 22 to June 21)
AQUARIUS
Mixed influences. Day calls (Jan. 21 to Feb. 19)
for your stamina, stick-toSome situations await your
itiveness, good will and ability incisiveness and knack for
to help yourself and others out managing people. You may
of undesirable situations.
have to do some persuading, but
CANCER
you are good at this.
(June 22 to July 23)
PISCES
No matter what changes are (Feb. 20 to Mar. 20)
made in your routine, even in
You may find it difficult to get
your environment, you can things done in the way you
make quick adjustments, prefer. Also, you may run into
should get along well and even unexpected snags. Take all in
make notable improvements. stride and avoid argument.
LEO
Things will right themselves.
(July 24 to Aug. 23)
You can expect a pleasant
YOU BORN TODAY are a
day, with associates full of good Cancer-Leo cuspal(one born at
will and congeniality. Day the change of Signs) and, as
especially favors travel and such, are endowed with some of
meeting interesting people.
the finest traits of both. Your
VIRGO
potentials for happiness and
(Aug. 24 to Sept. 23) WP
success are so numerous and
You should find hobbies and varied that you should leave no
creative endeavors absorbing stone unturned to develop your
and rewarding. And, like Leo, finest and have a truly
you may meet new people who rewarding life. Fields in which
prove highly stimulating.
you could make the greatest
LIBRA •
success: literature, , music,
(Sept. 24 to Oct. 23)An science, banking, medicine or
Your intuition and unusually the stage. Birthdate of:
good judgment will be a boon in Alexandre Dumas, French
the tight spots now. Give special author; Amelia M. Earhart,
care to family obligations.
renowned American aviatrix.

Another delightful courtesy
extended to Miss Tina
Thompson, July 30th brideelect of Terrie Lewis, was the
bridal shower held on Wed-

nesday, July 6, at seven p.m.
at the North Branch of the
Peoples Bank, Murray.
The hostesses for the bridal
occasion were Mrs. Ricky
Woodall, Mrs. Butch Thompson, Mrs. Kenneth Wilson,
Mrs. C. W. Outland, Mrs.

Jackie Burkeen, Mrs. J.

I

HOSPITAL NEWS

B.
I

Ju4p-17.1077
Adults 125
Nursery 13

NEWBORN ADMISSIONS
Baby Boy Johnson (mother

Janet), 13dt 803 Calvert City.
DISMISSALS
Mrs. Cindy M. Crouse and
Baby Boy, D-1 Coach Estates,
Murray, Mrs. Jane E. Forth
and Baby Girl, Rt. 2,
Gilbertsville, Mrs. Lillian A.
Dunn, 626 S. 4, Murray, Miss
Shelia A. Bell, Rt. 3, Benton,
Dale Baker, Rt. 1, Box 177,
Mayfield. Mrs. Lillian A.
Ballew, Rt. 5, Cadiz, Mrs.
Debbie K. Branch, 5031
/
2
Meadow Lane, Murray, Miss
Cindy R.
Cannon, 1110

By F..1.L Blasingarne, M.D.
Burkeen, and Mrs. Richard
Q: Mrs. 0.L. has an
James.
For the bridal event the elderly female relative
honoree chose to wear an who will shortly be in need
ensemble of blue slacks with a of care in a nursing home
flowered top. She opened her and writes to inquire about
the different classificamany lovely and useful gifts
tions used to describe such
for the guests to view. She was homes.
assisted by Mrs. Michael
A: Since the needs of
Haley and Miss Renee persons entering and reThompson.
maining in nursing homes
Games were directed by vary a great deal, homes
Mrs. Woodall and Miss are designed and operated
Thompson with the winners according to the amount of
being Mrs. Jimmie Lewis, care needed by the resiMrs. Donald Cleaver, and dents.
Technical, more compliMrs. Joe Wilson.
The beautifully appointed cated care is available in
refreshment table, decorated skilled nursing homes.
They are sometimes re- by Aira- Butch Tbc4aP"°"'was—
to as extended care
covered with a blue cloth ferrid
facilities and are designed
under white lace. Centering to continue less sophistithe table was a flower cated attention such as
arrangement in a special might be needed during
ultramarine container flanked recovery from surgery or
by blue candles in ultramarine an acute illness following a
holders.
stay in a general medicalSpecial guests at the event surgical hospital. The pawere the mothers of the bridal tients are often ambulacouple, Mrs. Jimmie Lewis tory and need less physiobservation
and
and Mrs. Bobby Joe Lee, the cian
bride-elect's maternal nursing but are not ready
grandmother, Mrs. Barnes to be on their own at home.
Burkeen, and the groom- The services are certified
by a physician and carried
elect's maternal grandout Jinder his direction.
mother, Mrs. Hoy Thompson. This type of
facility is also
Sixty persons were present required to have a 24-hour,
or sent gifts.
registered nurse to be in

Sycamore, Murray, Randy
Darnell, Rt. 1, Farmington,
Miss Lerlene Henson, Rt. 4,

Benton, Mrs. Berline Lovins,
New Concord, Mrs. Charlotte
B. Pile, Gen. Del. Hudson,
William Presson, Rt, 6, Box
10, Murray, Mrs. Ruth A.
Strode, Rt. 3, Box 290, Murray,'Miss Lisa G. Williams, 709
Sycamore, Murray, Buster
Bumphis, 204 Pine, Murray,
Milburn Evans, Rt.6, MUrray,
Mrs. Ila P. Futrell, 1011 Olive,
Murray, Andrew.C. ii?pkias,
Rt. 7, Mayfield, Mrs.
Geraldine Kelly, Rt. 3,
Murray, Miss Peri* R. Kirk,
907 Main, Benton, Mrs. Pearl
Moore, Box 394, Hazel, Mrs.
Myrtle Steele, Rt. 4, Murray,
Fred Smith, 736. Nash,
Murray, and Mrs. Robbie
Barnett (expired), Rt. 6,
Murray.
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how the fast-buck movie
makers portray Him, in current pornographic films which mock God and
suggest that Jesus was a fake, even
—a pervert! See this startfing exposé, a
TV protest by the Interfaith Committee
Agai'nst Blasphemy.
Tune In ..."The New
Sacrilegious Movies"
—But this is

WSIL-TV (3)
Tomorrow! 1 P.M.

DixieCream Donuts
Summer Sunday
Breakfast Special
We will deliver fresh to your door o
minimum of one dozen donuts

All Donuts Delivered
3 Hours Fresh
between 7 8 9 A M Sunday Morning

Please place order bt 5 p. m. Saturday
eVellifig&itatattafore.op•ndlonJbru_Sat.6.1bn. _
6 p.rn

.or
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GERMANY GUFSTS

Sgt. and Mrs. Raymond L.
Galmiche and

Let Us Serve Breakfast
Glazed
Rasotiern
Strovberty
Chen...
Cssterol . .
Cream filled.
CM Sens
Apple laths
Delivery Prices
Please Pay When Delivered

daughters,
Michelle, Sarah, and Amy, of
Heidelberg, Ggrmany, will
arrive July 29 for a visit with
her parents, CSM and Mrs.
Harold Smith, and her sister
and family, Mr. and Mrs. John
Edward Elliott and son.
Johnny DeC,aul, all of Murray
Route Five.

753-6034
or buy at regular prices of

1008 Chestnut
Ntwray, Ky.
*stymy GeRerel Area

-

Let's Stay Well

San Marcos University in
Lima is one of the oldest
universities in the' western
"hemisphere. It was founded
in 1551, 85 years before
Harvard University.

Doing business without advertising is like
winking at a girl in the dark...
...You know what you are doing, but nobody
else does.

charge of the nursing services.
On the other end of the
spectrum is the residential
or domiciliary facility
which is limited to a place
to live. It ministers to those
persons who desire or want
some 'assistance in independent living. The residents, usually old or chronically disabled, have no
serious health problems
but regard themselves as
impaired and chronically
infirm. Meals may be
cooked in their rooms or
provided one or more
times daily in a dining
room to assure adequate
diet. No nursing services
are-provitiect-exeeptssit an
emergency basis.
In betw:L.. the skilled
and residential types is the
intermediate care facility.
Care is ordered by a physician who sees the patient
occasionally or as needed,
and the nursing is provided
under the direction of a
registered
or licensed
practical (or vocational)

old
Ro

nurse.
Your relative or her family will likely confer with

in

their physician and seek
his advice and guidance
about the kind of nursing
facility that will best suit
her needs.
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Michelle Spann,the six year
old daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
Robert Spann, was recently
crowned Miss Majorette of the
Cotopa Carnival for 1977 in the
Tiny Tot division.
Tho recent majorette
contest was held at Germantown
High
School,
Memphis, Tn., in conjunction
with the National Baton
Twirling Association. The
event is a feature of the annual
Cotton Carnival at Memphis.
Michelle is a second year
twirler and has won a total of
thirty-six trophies. This is her
second pageant win. She won
---aix trophies in theepen-contest
placing first in fancy strut,
second in visitor's solo and
basic strut, third in solo twirl,
and fourth in beauty and duet
twirl. Her duet partner is Lisa
Cunningham of Murray. In the
pageant Michelle placed
second in beauty -and twirl,
and first in strut to win the
crown of Cotton Carnival in
the zero to six age division.
Four twirlers from the
Sandy Coleman Twirling

Academy of Murray competed beauty, fancy strut, and solo
in the event. Approximately twirl.
three hundred twirlers from
Recently Buffy traveled to
eight states were on hand to Kansas City, Kansas, with
compete.
twirling friends where she
Carol Spann, the thirteen competed in the Miss
year old daughter of Mr. and Majorette of Midway contest.
Mrs. Joe H. Spann, competed She placed second runner-up
in the Memphis event. She in the pageant and won first
won second runner-up in the place in beauty for the open
pageant and in the 'open contest.
pageant she placed second in
On Saturday, July 16, Buffy
best appearance, basic strut, won the Regional Miss
and fancy strut, and third in Majorette of the South
open solo. She is a second year Pageant held in Jackson,
twirler at the academy and Miss., which is a preliminary
has won numerous awards for the National Miss
this year
Majorette of America contest.
-.hies Cunningham, -the—Twirlers from six-- southern
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. states competed for the title.
Steven Alexander of Murray, Buffy won the event placing
twirled in the contest placing first in solo and strut and
fourth in duet with her duet second in modeling. In the
partner, Michelle Spann. She open contest she won Regional
is twelve years old and has Strut champion of the South,
been twirling for several first in beauty and second in
solo.
years.
The local girl, Buffy Stokes,
Nine year old Buffy Stokes
won first runner-up to Miss left July 22 for the nationals
Majorette of the Cotton for a week of competition and
Carnival. In the open contest festivities at the Notre Dame
she won first place trophies in campus to highlight her
twirling year. She will be
wearing the colorful banner
for the south in the Miss
Majorette of America contest.
Enroute to the nationals,
Buffy will compete in the Miss

SinoVy Mountiin -Pageant
held at Gatlinburg, Tn. Sandy
Coleman, her mother and
teacher,•.will be judging at
and
acevents
both
companying her on her trip.

Luncheon Will Be
At Country'Club

CROWNED AS Miss Majorette of the Cotton Carnival,
1977, at Memphis, Tn., was Michelle Spann, six year old
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Robert Spann of Murray. She
poses here with her many trophies won in the events.
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Final
Summer
Clearance
*Sportswear
*Long Dresses
*Dresses
*Swim wear

*Jumpsuits
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Richard Poe
To Speak Here
Richard Poe, director of the
Baptist Student Union at
Murray State University, will
be the speaker -ST thelitfal•-terly meeting of the Blood
River WMU to be held at the
First Baptist Church on
Monday, July 25, at ten a. m.
Special music will be
presented by Treva Mathis.
Sherry Vance will give the
devotion and Mrs. Jim Borders will have the prayer
calendar.
The new officers will be
installed by Mrs. Hugh Noffsinger, according to Mrs. M.
W. Fulkerson, WMU director,
who 'invites all women to attend the special program.

Sunday, July 24
Visit to The Homeplace in
Land Between the Lakes will
start at the Homeplace
entrance road in the Land
Between the Lakes at 2:30 p.
m.

Trainers'
workshop
designed
for
high
school
acKenlake State Park
athletic trainers will start at
tivities will include bird walk Stewart
Stadium, MSU, and
in front of lodge at seven a. m., continue
through July 29.
campground
at
relays
playground at 10:30 a. M.;
Speech Institute will begin
critter hunt at 2:30 p.
at Wilson Hall, MSU, and
and
m
p.
3:30
critter race at
continue through July 30.
junior ranger at 4:30 p. m., all
SENIOR CITIZEN'S LUNCHEON—A potluck luncheon was held recently at the home
house;
bath
campground
at
of
Mr. and Mrs. Vernon Turner at their home at IGrksey. Attending were Treva Washer,
at
Monday,
July
25
slide program on parks
Erma Lovett, Lalla Boyd, Helen Peeples, Thyra Crawford, Mary Limb, Lela Culp, Madie
Jesse
meeting
Stuart,
author,
and
hotel
in.
at
p.
seven
Paschall, Alma Cooper, Willie Emerson, Pauline
room; square dance at Helen Hodges, dramatist, will Vaughn, W. 0. Vaughn, Maggie
campground -bath- • house—AL_ be at tilt_ calloway,..f.a.alLY Cooper, Lovala _Papp. Cloud Page, Johnny Futrell, Verona Grogan, Daisy Wyckoff,.
Public Library for a special Christine Thurman, Janeen Thom, Kathryn Thorn, Fleien Harichek, -Mildred Sharpe,
8:30 p. m.
program at 7:30 p. m.
Meda Jackson, Lillie Miller, Levie Hicks, Obera Stagner,and Ms.and Mrs. Thurner.
Land Between the Lakes
Hardin Senior Citizens will
activities will include 45
minute walk to discuss animal have a work day from 9:30 a.
identification at Center m.to three p. m.
Station at nine a. m.; junior
"Kiddie Fun Day" will be
Reservations for ladies day
naturalist program for ages 9
held
Tuesday, July 26, at
luncheon
on Wednesday at
to 12 at Center Station from
_eleven a. m. at the Oaks
two to four p. m.; and stream Murray Country Club should
Tammy Hopkins, Kirksey; Country Club.
stroll at Jenny Ridge picnic be made today with Mrs. The BedwelLs held their
Each child may bring two
Noah and Elsie Williams,
William E. Maddox.
area at two p. m.
family reunion at the home of
guests
but a charge of fifty
Paducah;
and
the
host
couple.
Pawnee and Oacus Bedwell of
Afternoon callers were cents will be made for each
Kenlake
State
Park near Kirksey.
Saturday, July 23
Laurine and Bedwell Mathis, person. Each person is asked
will
include
Present for this special
Mr. and Mrs. William activities
Helen
and Tymon Bedwell, to bring a 'sack lunch, but the
I.awrence will have a volleyball at hotel tenniscourt occasion were the following:
Joyce
and Raymon Smith, club will furnish the drink and
at
10:30
a.
of
m.,
celebration
fooseball
Sandra,
Wood,
Dr. R. D.
reception in
Mayfield;
Clay and Flossie the dessert.
tourney
at hotel recreation Andrea, and Susan, Island,
their silver wedding anCommittee members in
Smith, Kirksey; Pauline
room
at
.1:30
p.
p.
8:30
m.,
Robbie
Bedwell,
to
Lubie
Ky.;
niversary from 6:30
charge
of arrangements are
Hatchett,
Paducah;
Gladys
waterba
-toss --at—botel LyrirCand Tommy Wilkins,
m. ajiI1ihômé1h -Kirksey.
Caldwell, Ann
and Elwood Brown, Hardin; Carolyn
front
lawn
at
2:30
p.
m.,
inBailey
friends
and
Mayfield;
Audie
and
All relatives
Watson,
Emma
Lou Story,
Farmer,
Oak
Mable
Brown
decoupage
in
recreation
room Grooms, Cottage Grove, Tn.;
vited.
and Ruth Ann Hook.
at 3:30 p. m., interpretive Lettie Stafford, Detroit, Ridge, Tn.
nature walk at campground Mich.; Odessp and Ira
Saturday, July 23
leillEu ie.-1h. Wird gabs wilk-ai
Twilight Cabaret will bath house at 4:30 p. m., slide Tarkington, Mildred and
perform at the old bathhouse presentation on state park at Hubert Rhodes, Paris, Tn.;
in Kentucky Dam Village hotel meeting room at seven p. Tosco and Lodell Bedwell,
m., and square dance at
Beuy Jo Ward, brideState Park at 8:30 p.m.
Parvin and Beaulah
elect of Ron Sanders, has
campground bath house at Bedwell, Westland, Mich.;
selected he Pewter !lin"Torn Sawyer" will be 8:30p.m.
Rebecca and Kern Barlow,
net' irate from our compresented by the Community
Indianapolis, Ind.; Ted and
Land Between the Lakes Perla Bedwell, Rector, Ark.
plete birrlal registrs. not
Theatre at the old courthouse
her pottery as prei . sls
in the City-County Park at 7:30 activities will include a
Joe, Carolyn, Tamra,
seniority salute for senior Rhonda, and Brian Bedwell,
stated.
p.m.
citizens and potluck lunch to Indianapolis, Ind.; Roxie and
Rettv and Ron-,44111
meet at Hematite Lake near Bill Neal, Alino; Novena and
married September I 7.
Sunday, July 24
1977.
Kenlake State Park ac- Center Station at ten a. m. Hersie Hopkins, Benton;
registration Estell and Leland Lawrence,
tivities will include inter faith Advance
Larry and Kathy Lawrence,
worship service at camKirksey; Sherry Lawrence,
pground amphitheater at 8:30
Blood
River
Baptist St. Louis, Mo.;.p.siltsy and Jack
a.m., salty dog rag lesson at
121 By-Pass
MURRAY, Kk
Associational
WMU
will
meet Thomasson, St. Coils, Mo.;
3:30
at
hotel meeting room
MIX 04FP0 10:41p3
ICIPO
SLAP
.31
gt.4.30
at
First
Baptist
Church at ten Darrell,- Betty, Michael, and
p.m., and movie, "Voyage To
a.
m.
This
is
for
all
churches
in
at
Sea,"
the
of
Bottom
The
hotel meeting room at eight Calloway and Marshall
Counties.
p.m.

Bedwell Reunion
Held At Kirksey

Price

etentinte toitit
lortain
_-"--)1) PP

t
PARIS ROAD
MAYFIELD_ PHONE 2471552

'Kiddie Day'Will
Be Held At Oaks

e Shen'case

4

Sunday, July 24
Senior percussion recital by
Pam Hayes, Central City, will
be at 3:30 p. m. in the Farrell
Recital Hall of Price Doyle
Fine Arts Center, Murray
State.

Recovery, Inc., will meet at
730 p. in. at First
Presbyterian Church, Main
and 16th Streets. This is for all
persons with emotional,
nervous, domestic, or mental
problems and is a group
therapy meeting.

Bridal Couple Feted
With Special Shower

Miss Mary Moore Cook and
Dickie Nesbitt who will be
married on August 13 were the
honorees at a special planned
household shower held on
Monday, July 11, at the
Community Room of the
Murray Federal Savings and
Loan.
The hostesses for the bridal
occasion were Mrs. Holmes
Dunn, Mrs. Joe R. Jackson,
Mrs. Dwayne Nesbitt, Mrs.
Clarence Kurowski, and Miss
Beginner Group Will
Linda Hart.
For the event the bride-elect
Play Tennis Monday
wore a red floral street length
Pairings for the Beginner dress with a red rose corsage
Group of Women's Tennis of Her mother, Mrs. L. D. Cook,
the Murray Country Club for Jr., chose to wear a coral
play on Monday, July 25, at dress, and the groom-elect's
nine a.m. have been released mother, Mrs. Richard Nesbitt,
as follows:
wore a blue and white dress.
Court No. One — Annie They had matching corsages.
Knight, Jan Hall, Vickie
Mrs. Mattie Moore, grandMiller, and Kathy Mattis.
mother of the bride-elect, was
Court No. Two — Frances
Hulse, Billie Cohoon, Carol
Hibbard,
and
Betty
Buckingham.
Court No. Three _—,- .Pat
Binford, Leta
Rushing,
Yvonne Hamby, and Jan
Wilson.
Miss Denise Curd, brideelect of Steve Steele, was
Intermediate Group
honored
another
with
•
miscellaneous shower held on
To Play On Tuesday
Monday, July 18, in the lovely
home of Mrs. James Feltner
The pairings for the InThe hostesses for the octermediate Group of Women's
casion were Mrs. Feltner
Tennis of the Murray Countery
Mrs. Harold Grogan, and Mrs
Club for play on Tuesday, July
Robert Hendon.
26, at nine a.m. are released
Miss Tammy Feltner kept
as follows:
the guest register. She and
Court No. One — Jana
Miss Patricia McKenzie
Hughes, Jane Prince, Marilyn
cake, mints, nuts, and
Adkins, and Lynn Stout.
punch.
Court No. Two — Nancy
Assisting the honoree tr.
Ryan, Charlotte Gregory,
opening the gifts were Miss
Vickie Miller, and Lochie Belinda
Suiter, who will be
Landolt.
maid of honor, and Misc
Court No. Three — Penny Karen
Jackson, one of th+
Cappock, Jean -Hurtf Janie -bridesmaids, for the wedding
Ryan, and Sheila Grogan.
—The -h000reer- lief= meth.;
— Court NO.-Fe-dr- "Niir
Mrs. Freed Curd, and the
Fandrich and Cindy Ashby* groom
-elect's mother, Mrs
.. •

attired in a brown and tan
dress with a matching corsage. Mrs. T. W. Nesbitt,
grandmother of the groomelect, was unable to attend but
was sent a corsage of white
rose. The bride-elect's aunt,
Mrs. Otto Erwin, wore a pink
suit with a matching corsage.
The couple opened their
many lovely and u.5eful gifts.
Refreshments of cake,
punch, nuts, and mints were
served at the table overlaid
with a white cloth with lace
trim and centered with, an
arrangement of roses.
Miss Jane Anne Cook, sister
of the bride-elect, and Miss
Andrea Nesbitt, cousin of the
groom-elect, kept the register
at the white covered table
with
a rose
centered
arrangement. ,
Thirty-eight persks were
present or sent gifts.

Feltner Home Scene
Shower For Miss Curd

s

•

The women of the Murray
Country Club will have their
regular ladies day luncheon on
Wednesday, July 27, at twelve
noon at the club with Mrs.
William E. Maddox as
chairman of the hostesses.
Reservations should be
made by Monday by calling
Mrs. Maddox.
Other hostesses will be
Mesdames A. B. Crass, W. A.
Franklin, Scott Seiber, Joe
Dick, Bobby Nix Crawford,
Eddie Hunt,June Smith,E. W.
Dennison, Clara Ingram,
Gladys Spann, Rubye Pool,
Bob Ward, John Livesay, and
J. Tipton Miller.

Saturday, July 23
Ice cream social to honor
the Rev. and Mrs. Roy E.
Rabatin will be held at seven
of
p.m. at the Fellowship Hall
Presbyterian
the First
Church, Main and 16th
Streets.

John C. Steele, were presented
rosebud
Her
corsages.
grandmother, Mrs. Octa Curd,
was also presented a rosebud
corsage,
Fifty-five persons were
present or sent gifts.

V.
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Your .attic can trap heat that can buitd to 140 degrees
unless it has an escape route. That's why you need attic
ventilation — to let the hot air out and the fresh, cooler air in.
For adequate air exchange, you need at least one square
foot of ventilation for every 150 square feet of ceiling area. Half
should be in eave vents and half in gable, ridge, or roof vents
Keep this trapped heat from radiating down into your living
area and putting an extra burden on your air conditioner. Open
the heat trap now.
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'Difficult'Reorganization
Plan May Be The Easiest

.
•IFfrilTr.T1

C=Z-al
oplews Service

"--and the nifty thing is that it doesn't hurt the house!"

Unemployment:How
To Create RealJabs
results in either higher taxes or budget
By H. C. Gordon
deficits, thus discouraging the
U.S. Industrial Council
and expansion that private
investment
country's
In examining this
business needs to create real jobs.
unemployment problem, there are two
The free enterprise advocates say
mitigating factors that must be taken
it would make more sense to
that
into account. First, we must consider
business investment and
encourage
people
of
number
the significant
reform of our tax
through
expansion
(students, housewives, etc.) who are
they assert, would
move,
a
Such
laws.
the
of
out
and
in
moving
continually
but
unemployment
reduce
only
not
labor market as they seek temporary
would aslo benefit the economy as a
work. Second, we must consider the
whole.
significant> number of unemployed
Congressman Jack Kemp of New
teenagers who have been priced out of
has been promoting legislation to
York
jobs by the federal minimum wage.
this effect for the past several years. At
Only after these factors have been
the heart of his proposed bill is the
duly noted may we consider the plight
elimination of double taxation on
of the genuinely unemployed: those
corporate profits. Presently, these
hcause
idle
are
full-time workers who
profits are taxed twice — first as
there are no jobs available for •_1-..ern.
to the xorporation, and then as
income
unemployment
real
the
This is
to the stockholder when paid
income
problem,. which has become the center
out in the form of dividends. Needless to
of a national debate.
say, this arrangement does not exactly
The prevailing view in Washington
encourage investors.
today is that government must respond
The Kemp bill would remove this
to this problem by creating more jobs.
by eliminating the tax on
obstacle
Despite his professed faith in our free
In addition, it-would provide
dividends.
—
Carter
President
system,
enterprise
credits for investment, and
tax
further
who has recently proposed the revival
corporations to write off
allow
would
measures
Deal
New
antiquated
of such
of federally-mandated
cost
whole
the
as the Civilian Conservation Corps —
pollution control and other nonseems to agree.
productive equipment in one year.
The minority view, on the other hand,
There is a compelling logic to this
holds that additional federal programs
After all, it makes more sense
proposal.
the
exacerbate
will prolong and
a tax break to create
business
give
to
problem instead of solving it. Critics of
gov_ernment to raise
for
...real4obs,..thaii
-out
point
approach
government
the-Mg
to create artificial
deficit
a
run
or
lines
that federal prokrarns do not "solve
jobs. But wouldn't cutting taxes for
unemployment; they merely disguise it
business also cause a budget deficit?
by recruiting the unemployed for
Not at all, says Mr. Kemp. A similar
artificial "make work" projects. At the
cut was adopted under President
tax
projects
same time, the cost of these

Sensing The News

krithon Harrigan

A BrutalProletariat

An AP News Analysis
By FRANK CORMIER 74e011—
Associated Press Write

Kennedy in 1962, and it more than paid
for itself over the succeeding years.
Between 1962 and 1967 there was an
aggregate gain in federal revenues of $7
billion.
Although the freespencling habits of
our Washington politicians res.deeply
ingrained, the Kemp bill is slowly
building momentum. Already, it has 80
co-sponsors from both parties, and it
certainly deserves the full support of
everyone concerned about the survival
of our free enterprise system. Let's
face it: if we continue to make
government the employer of first
resort, the day will not be long in
coming when Uncle Sam is everybody's
boss.

WASHINGTON (AP) — When
President Carter unveiled his first
reorganization plan, he declared, "We
are starting off with perhaps the most••\
difficult one of all for me."
The plan, sent to Congress just a
week ago, will revamp the Executive
Office of the President and the White
House staff, the latter a part of the
larger EOP.
"It is difficult," Carter said,
-because of the closeness of myself to
the people involved."
No one in Washington would pretend
that it is easy to reorganize any part of
the federal bureaucracy. Even the
official board of tea tasters emerged
with a vocal constituency when the first
proposal was made, at least two
administrations ago, that it be
abolished.
It is well, however, that Carter spoke
of EOP reorganization as "perhaps"
the most difficult in a series of such
plans that are promised for the months
and years ahead. The qualification took
some of the edge off what otherwise
would have been an excursion into the
realm of obvious hyperbole.
For one thing, Carter's suggestion
that proximity to the people being
reorganized at EOP made the task
more difficult is susceptible to skeptical
examination. The plain fact Is that no
one with close and longstanding ties to
the President is being reorganized out
of a job, shorn of power or even faced
with significant inconvenience.
As a matter of fact, even those who
hold the 252 EOP jobs that are getting
the ax need not fear for their livelihood.
About a third of the jobs simply are
being transferred to other parts of the
bureaucracy and tpose who hold the
rest will continue to draw federal
paychecks. In numerical terms,
eliminated jobs will be dispensed with
through normal attrition: deaths,
retirements and resignations.
The same situation will apply to
promised cuts in the White House staff
— only more so.
Carter, who once said he would cut
the White House staff by 30 per cent,
announced that reorganization will see
the fulltirne staff reduced to 351 from

Looking Back
10 Years Ago
Leonard Vaughn is pictured as he
accepts the keys to the 1967 Mustang he
won at the close of the MurrayCalloway County Fair.
First Lt. William R. Young, son of
Mr. and Mrs. Robert Young, South 16th
Street, Murray, has completed an
officer basic course at the Army Armor
School at Fort Knox.
Deaths reported include C. L.(Jack)
Shaziierough, Cratic Paschall, Mrs.
Vurna ( Maya) Zetsche, and Luther

Puckett.
• Kent McCuiston, Glen McCuiston,
Jerry Stark, and Billy Hendon of the
Calloway County High School Chapter
of the Future Farmers of America won
honors in the Purchase District Fair
Dairy Show at Mayfield.
Rezina Senter, chairman of the
Library Science Department, Murray
State University, has been appointed to
the Governor's Planning Conunittec for,
Library Development in Kentucky.

20 Years Ago
Approximately 4,225 new telephone
directories are going to homes and
businesses, according to F. H. Riddle,
Murray commercial manager for
Southern Bell Telephone Company,
compared with 3,800 when the last
directory was delivered.
Deaths reported included Mrs. Doll
Schroeder, age 77, and Cleve White.
A special feature story, written by
Dr. Hugh McElrath, on "Livery Stable
Was Important Part of Murray Life" is

published today.
The Summer Orchestra at Murray
State College, directed by Richard
Farrell, will present a concert on July
24 at 6:30 p. m. on the Fine Arts lawn.
Lawrence Rickert will be the soloist.
All drivers of Ford cars will be
admitted free at "Ford Nite" at the
Murray Drive-In Theater. Showing is
"The Far Horizons" starring Fred
McMurray, Charlton Heston, Donna
Reed,and Barbara Hale.

impossible jobs, without adequate
NEW YORK, N. Y. — The
political support. The July 18 issue of
vulnerability of the nation's largest city
New York Magazine indicated the
was cruelly exposed earlier this month
dimensions of the problem, noting that
when the electric power failed. I was in
Plans are now being completed for
district committee member.
fire companies are being overwhelmed
mid-town Manhattan when the lights
construction
of the Kentucky State
The Purchase-Parish Cattle Club will
by
set
blazes
and
alarms
false
by
to
went out, and had an opportunity
Park in the Eggner's Ferry area of
meet July 30 at the farm of Murray
arsonists. Why is there so much arson?
observe the reaction of New Yorkers to
Kentucky Lake, according to Kentucky
State College, according to Prof. A.
As New York explains, a welfare
the crisis.
of
Carman of the MSC Agriculture
recipient may receive as much as $2,000 Commissioner
Conservation
. In the mid-town areas and the lawBrowning
who
spoke
Department.
at
the
is
building
his
after
relocating
meeting
for
of
Island,
Staten
as
such
boroughs
abiding
the Kentucky Lake Association at
Preston Cotharn of Lawton, Okla.,
burned out.
the people took the crisis in their stride.
will be the speaker at a gospel meeting
Gilbertsville.
The magazine quotes - .,re marshal
Traffic moved normally, despite the
to be held at the Coldwater Church of
assaying:
: absence of stop lights. Extra reserves
0. A. Adams of Murray presided as
Christ starting July 27.
"We had the woman who eight times
: of politeness and consideration were
commander of the First District of the
Mrs. Jim Phillips was honored with a
torched her own apartments. And each
I discovered.
; In Harlem, the South Bronx andparts
American Legion at the meeting held at
surprise dinner hi' celebration of her
time she got relocation money. The first
i
Paducah. W. H. Berry of Murray is a
birthday on July 20 at her home.
time, she got $2,000. She took the dough
1 • of Brooklyn, however, looters ran wild.
and went to the Caribbean and bought
Hundreds of small merchants were
1
,
some land. The second time she got
1 ; ruined as their shops were ransacked.
$1,500 and went down there again. This
O The undermanned police; operating
Rupert Hendon, president.
Six active cases of infantile paralysis
went on and on."
; under the most adverse conditions,
Marriages announced this week
in
reported
Calloway
been
have
County
a
created
have
sort
this
of
Payments
; limited their action to chasing looters.
include Miss Jimmie Lowery to Leon
vicious, subsidized proletariat with a with deaths reported from two of the
; No looters were shot.
Collie on July 11.
stake in destruction. One can be sure cases, according to Dr. J. A. Outland,
The power failure unleashed
•',
Births reported this week include a
Health
County
Department.
Dr.
that the looters who smashed store
e.. savagery in the streets. The Governor
boy to Mr. and Mrs. Milton Outland on
a
asked
to
specialist
has
Outland
come
relief
of
recipients
regular
are
windows
prevented
have
could
; of New York
July 18, a boy to Dr. and Mrs. Hal
checks. Those who were cut by the plate to Calloway County to study the cases
much of the destruction if he had
,
Houston on July 20, a boy to Mr. and
infantile
paralysis
of
spread
and
here.
free
received
smashed
they
glass
soon
as
Guard
National
the
mobilized
>..
Mrs. Bob Hubbs on July 14, and a girl to
include
reported
Deaths
Wildie
E.
public
City's
York
treatment at New
0, as the extent of the power failure was
Mr. and Mrs. Paul Spann on July 16.
Phillips, age 17, and Alan Lax, age 32,
hospitals.
why he refused to
wonders
One
known.
;
infantile
paralysis,
Lee
from
both
Cook
a
such
survive
long
can
No city
,.e take this action. Have looters more
criminal proletariat, a rabble devoid of Whitnell, age 84, Lucius A. Erwin, age
'''. • political clout than owners of small
62, and Seaph Calhoun, age 58.
all respect for law or sense of decency.
stores?
Fire on July 19 destroyed the old fire
No country can afford to maintain a
Certainly, the looting makes clear
and tool house belonging to the
station
Yet
parasites.
of
class
privileged
can't
that authorities in New York City
taxpayers across the land are providing City of Murray at Second and Walnut
or won't protect private property.
funds for the types that looted and set Streets, according to Fire Chief
the
He that bath an ear, let him
; Looters brazenly appear in front of
Hughes.
fires in New York City July 13 and 14.
hear what the Spirit saith unto the
.". , television camera to argue that a theft
Total assets of the Peoples Savings
churches; lie that overctaneth shall
Tragically, the looters vote in New
of a new kitchen range, sofa or case of
business
of
on
not be hurt by the second death.
close
Bank
the
at
June
30,
York and national elections, and the
vodka was a version of "distributive"
2:11,
Revelation
politicians are afraid of _them. Witness 1937, are listed at $481,870.55, according•
justice. Perhaps the looters learned
Spirit is speaking to us
liolA
_The
statement.
published
the
to
the
out
refusal to call
-7 - - •- -74.... that from the liberal media and liberal ----Gov. Carey's'
speaks through hunger,
He
today.
Bureau
of
The Farm
Calloway •Feed menz-thronsh-powerty,.
National Guard. This kind of
protect life and County will hold its first annual picnic
to
unwillingness
through ionelin s, "Visit
in
.departments
C!
fire
and
police
The
• C
—
August
14,
on
Bluff
Er~
-accordingtcr
disgrace.
and
shame
a
is
property
to
to
asked
are
-City
YoiliNew ,

30 Years Ago

40 Years Ago

Bible Thought

•Pine

485, seemingly an impressive reduction
of 28 per cent.
"I think it carries out his (Carter's)
commitment," said Bert Lance,
director of the Office of Management
and Budget.
A second glance reveals, however,
that just over half of the cutback — 70
jobs out of 134 — represents a paper
transaction. The 70 jobholders, who do
administrative work, aren't even
leaving the premises. They are being
transferred from the White House staff
to a new central administrative unit
within the EOP.
With difficult and controversial
reorganization plans yet to emerge
from the Oval Office, Carter
presumably wanted to get the lengthy
and sure-to-be contentious process off
to a flying start.
This is important, at least
psychologically, because Congress has
rpade it clear it wants to be heard
during the reorganization process.
Carter can propose but Congress can
dispose, by disapproval of any plan by

either the Senate or House within 60
days after it is unveiled.
By starting with the EOP, the
President probably came as close as he
could to guaranteeing an initial
success.
First, Carter can argue, quite
correctly, that he is making his own
shop a model for others that still face
the rigors of reorganization.
Second, Congress is least likely to
challenge the President on the way he
chooses to run his own office, just as he
would shrink from trying to tell the
Senate or House how to conduct their
internal affairs.
In other words, what Carter
described as "perhaps the most
difficult" reorganization plan from a
personal standpoint is, in a larger
context, perhaps the easiest of all.
And the dozens of jobs being
transferred from the EOP to other
parts of government may well make
Carter's task even more difficult when
he gets around to reorganizing them —
for a second time.

Echoes From The Past iiJuil% %lupin
(.4 Column of historical and genealogical
anecdotes, stories and family notes.)

• -TheLattelted
SchoolHouse
In the "days of old" as the storytellers say, children didn't go to school
as they do today. In the first place, the
school terms were fitted around the
farming schedules, with the children
allowed to go in the cold months and
usually for a short term in the summer,
in between planting time and harvest.
In this part of Kentucky, there was no
"little red schoolhouse." Most of the
schools were either grey, of unpainted
siding, or of an earlier vintage, built of
logs. In many communities, the school
and church shared the same building.
There were no grades or report cards
in these little country schools, and few
enough books. Usually the children
would take what schoolbooks were
available at home, and share them with
the other students. The first few days of
a new session were spent with the
teacher attempting to discover just how
far the various ones had gone with their
alphabet, or multiplication tables, or
• spelling. Then she would do her best to
extend this knowledge in the time
allotted her.
The pupils would be called to the desk
to recite individually or in small
groups, while the rest studied or had
recess outside. Parents were not kept
informed of the progress being made by
their offspring, certainly not by said
offspring themselves-- and the adults
had little contact with the teacher
except for the time span when he or she
was boarding with them. If a teacher
was asked how a particular scholar was
doing, the standard answer was that the
children were obedient, studious, and
loving.
Many times this was, unfortunately,
not the case. One of the main reasons
for the preponderance of male teachers
in those days was the fact that some of
the boys were big, strapping
adolescents by the time they had gotten
through a basic elementary education
— many times they were bigger than
their teachers. And the frontier bred a
rough torm of humor that a woman
teacher would have difficulty handling,
to say nothing of the problem of having
to discipline a pupil who towered above
you.
One student, a half-grown country
giant, was discovered to have a pistol in
his desk. When he was asked by the
teacher the reason for this, he said that
it was to keep the others studying and
so they wouldn't throw spitballs. But
the teacher made him take it home,
when he discovered that it was loaded
and ready for business. Another boyamused himself when things got dull by
throwing
paper-wrapped
rifle
"catterges" in the school's pot-belly
stove, "just to hear them go pop."
When his teacher finally found out who
to place the blame on, she gave him a
"whuppin'," having to stand on tiptoe
to reach him with the stick.
There was no hot lunch program in
those days. Dinner was brought from
home, usually in a little handmade
basket or in a lard pail. The standard
menu was cornbread with a little fried
side-meat, or baked sweetpotatoes.
Sometimes the children would be
fortunate enough to have fried pies or
apples, or sometimes biscuit and
sausage. At noon, they would gather
outside in family units to share what
they had brought, washed down with
water dipped from the community
bucket.
In many schools, Friday afternoon
was reserved for recitation and games.
Visitors would very often come,
especially the young unmarried people
of the community, and there would be
memorized recitations, painfully
memorized and Lust as. _eh:dully_
recitect"there Might be-a spelling See
or,a 0414,44git day. with %ph topics

as: "Which is most useful in the home,
the brSom or the dishrag?" This was
the social highlight of the week for the
young people.
Children who spent many hours in the
field or working at chores in the house
or barn looked forward to school as a
time of relaxation and fun, with the
fond hope of maybe learning
something, too. They would get up at
4:30 so they could get their chores done
before school, walk several miles
( there were no school buses, either) in
all kinds of weather, struggling hard for
whatever education they could get.
Then, when spring plowing began, or
fall harvest, the students would quit
school and go back tothe fields, looking
forward to the next term.
In the Manning Stewart papers,
which I mentioned earlier, I found a
large group of school pictures, pretty
well covering all the small schools in
Calloway County. These pictures
ranged in time period from a couple
about 1898 up till in the 1930's. Dr.
Heim, in Special Collections, has
agreed to put these pictures at the desk
in the basement of the main library
building at Murray State, so that
anyone who would like to see them, or
make copies on the Xerox machine can
do so. The list-of schools represented is-too long to give here, but I believe
almost every little country school in the
county is represented. Go by and look at
them.

TodayIn History
By The Associated Press
Today is Saturday, July 23rd, the 204th day of 1977. There are 161 days left
in the year.
Today's highlight in history:
On this date in 1914, Austria issued an
ultimatum to Serbia after the
assassination of Archduke Francis
Ferdinifnd. The dispute helped bring on
World War I.
On this date —
In 1588, an English army assembled
at Tilbury on the Thames River to repel
an expected invasion of England by the
Spanish Armada.
In 1828, William Burt of Mount
Vernon, Mich., received a patent for his
"typographer," which may have been
the first typewriter.
In 1945, Marshal Henri Pet.i44as.
on trial, charged with betraying
France in World War H.
Todayl birthdays:'Former -base&ili
star Don Drysdale is 41 years old. The ,
one-time shortstop for the old Brooklyn:
Dodgers, Peewee Reese, is 58.
Thought for today: A necessary evilis never necessary but always evil. —
Anonymous.
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Mutiny Business News Briefs
Teen-Agers Know How To Succeed In Business
By JIM RUTH
their own private and had some rough edges
Lancaster Sunday News serious
version
of despite
professional
LANCASTER, Pa. (AP) Monopoly. Now they expect guidance from lawyers and
— A lot of teen-agers still to channel their property accountants. With
pass time occasionally by acquisition in the direction Weaver's emergence as a
playing Monopoly; buying of "large apartment partner the venture took on
property, acquiring houses houses."
new
organizational
and hotels and buying into
From there the next strength.
utilities.
move is, as any Monopoly Separate bank accounts
But for T. Winfield buff might guess, to hotels, established as kitties for
Hauck and Gregg A. preferably in Atlantic City. taxes, maintenance and
Weaver, who have just And, one day, if all goes other needs were congraduated from Manheim according to the plan which solidated. Detailed ledgers
Township High School, the thus far has served them so were
initiated
and
"Game" is for real.
well, Amalgamated checking accounts
Hauck,_ 19, and !moor, Rentals will move into replaced complicated
411;trit partners in a new railroading, which Hauck banking procedures.
but 'booming company, sees as the' future tran- Being so heavily morAmalgamated Rentals Co. sportation hope of this tgaged doesn't bother
Their holdings today eOltAtrY.
them.. "It's smarter to
number
13
rental
Hauckwas
the borrow for a profit than to
properties to which they originating force behind buy outright," Hauck said,
hold title, under mortgage, this ambitious thrust. Ever citing tax advantages.
of course.
since he was old enough to
Hauck and Weaver insist earn money doing odd jobs, Of the properties they
they have only just begun he has managed his money now hold, nine are at
sufficiently well to nurture present-operabie and four
In
process of
the
a savings account.
rehabilitation.
the latter
"Then one day when I
was about 16," he said, "I four were purchased
attached
was riding down the street recently, three
the
and I saw this stock row houses from
Redevelopment
Lancaster
brokerage and decided to
for$500 each and
look into buying stocks." Authority
one from a local bank for
He made his first inveatment a $92 purchase._ $400 in the same neighThe stock purchases in- barhad; a
creased
with
young ghetto.
They now have a fulltime
Hauck's purchasing power
staff
of five, each working
until about a year and a
or
half later when the then 17- in some renovation
maintenance4pecialty.
year-old decided there
start moving
must be more action for his "We plan to
instead of
more
into
sales
hard-earned cash.
reinvest
rentals
and
to
"Stocks had paid off
pretty good," he said, "but proceeds from Sales in the
my goal was to someday acquisition of properties in
a a
own a resort hotel in higher market areas,"
Atlantic City so I thought :Hauck said.
why not go from stocks into "We try to keep our
liveable
real estate, to start with properties in
we've had to
property, then houses and condition and
Warren E. Shropshire on
work on some of
up to hotels, just like in do a lot of
has joined the Boyd-Majors Monopoly."
them," he said. "The whole
Real Estate Agency as a
thing has meant a lot of
real estate associate. He
He found willing and work
sacrifice,
and
holds real estate licenses helpful realtors and friends especially social life, of
also in Illinois and Indiana. in Enid and Bob Niquette of which we have practically
Shropshire, formerly of a local real estate firm.
none."
Munster,Indiana managed
"I was impressed right
As for the loss of social
a real estate office of one of off with his interest," life, Hauck and Weaver,
northern Indiana's largest Niquette said. "I explained who now devote full time to
real estate firms. He was a the investment return their business, which is in
member of the Calumet potentials and the pitfalls the
process of inBoard of Realtors.
as well. By the time he was corporation, rationalize
More recently, Shrop- 17'02, we had his first that this aspect of their
shire has owned and property under agreement. lives is merely being
operated a land develop- We settled on his lfith birth- postponed, not forsaken.
ment and contracting firm day so he could have the
"By the time we're 5, we
and after moving to property entirely in his own hope to have made our
Murray in 1973, built name."
fortune and then we can get
several fine homes in the
One major reason the married like everyone
area. Prior to joining Boyd- Hauck master plan has else," Hauck said without a
Majorse represented a proceeded so well is the trace of jest.
infb)enre
majarinsurance company._
as life underwriter.
brought into the venture by
The Shropshires, wife Hauck's partner. Hauck,
Genny and son Jim reside who had already acquired
NASHVILLE, Tenn. —
at 707 Goodman. A and rented out other Kuhn's Big K Stores Corp.
daughter, Diane, lives in properties, admits the. has opened its 80th Big K
Hebron, Ind.
businms at that point still discount department store,
a 40,250 square-foot unit
near Shawmut, Alabama.
Aluminum And Vinyl Siding
Jack W. Kuhn,chairman
Majestic fireplaces•Aluminum Awnings
and chief executive officer,
and Gus . D. Kuhn,
president, made the announcement and said the
Starting 3rd Yr in Downtown Hazel. Ky
new Big K store is located
In the Chambers Square
Phone 492-8647 For free Estimates
Shopping Center on U. S.
Highway 29.

Shropshire
Joins
Boyd-Majors

Tappan Announces Second Quarter Earnings
MANSFIELD, OHIO The Tappan Company
( NYSE-TAP) announced
record second quarter
sales of $73.9 million, up
16.6 per cent over last year.
First half sales of $141.7
million were up 13.7 per
cent and also established a
record sales level. Net earnings in the second quarter
Huel"Wimpy" Jones, center, accepts an American flag approximated the first
for the Calloway County Court House from Woodmen of quarter's results, but were
the World representatives Tim Scruggs, left and Jamie
Washer right.

PRINTING YOURSELF
UMW LOSS

/IPS TO
HELP 110411
This Information has been
supplied by experts at The
Society of Chartered Property & Casualty Underwriters,
the national professional
society whose members haue
earned the CPCU designation
by_tneeting high educa,onal, ethical and experience
requirements.
Q. My wife and I speak five
languages between us, yet we
have x hard time understanding the language in our insurance policy. Why are policies
so complicated?

David Travis

John C. Wise

Travis and Wise
Northwestern Mutual Life sales leaders
David Travis and John C.
Wise, both Murray'agents
of the Northwestern
Mutual Life Insurance Co.,
will b4 cited July 25 for
outstanding life insurance
sales among the company's
more than 3,400 agents
nationally during the 197677 agents' honor year
which ended May 31.
They are associated with
NML's Joseph C. Dudley
district agency, Paducah,
of the Marvin L. Smith
general agency, Evansville, Indiana.
Wise
and
Travis
achieved membership in

the Marathon Club for
insuring 100 or more people
durihg the agents' year.
•
During the year, they each
A' We agree.'The- language
sold over $2.5 million
used in most current homenew insurance.
owners and automobile policies
is too complicated. An
They also received
insurance policy is a legal
awards given for sales by contract
and
its
basic
newer agents.
language has traditionally
Honor presentations will 'been dictated by legal considerations. There is a new
be made at the 97th annual "readable"
homeowners polmeeting of the Association icy now in use in several
of Agents of Northwestern states. It is expected that it
Mutual Life Insurance Co. will become universally used.
A similar "readable" auto
at the firm's Milwaukee policy has just been put into
home office on July 25 to 27. use. Bdth of these new polThe Murray office of icies contain fewer words and
are designed for easy
Northwestern Mutual is without changing thereading
legal
located at 304 N. 4th Street. nature of thexontracts.

down compared to last
year. Second quarter and
first half comparative
results are shown below:
D. C. Blasius, President
and Chief Executive Officer, stated, "We are
obviously pleased by the
substantial sales increase
in both the first and second
quarters. First half earnings, however, have been
depreased by the effects of
weather and gas shortages
in the first quarter as well
as costs associated with
realignment of production,
primarily among the
Appliance Division's four
manufacturing plants. The
realignments were caused
by settling the Murray,
Kentucky strike earlier
the
year
and
this
acquisition of a plant in
Dalton, Georgia. As we
anticipated in our first
quarter report, the costs of
altering production within
the Appliance Division and
Air Conditioning Division
kept pressure on our
earnings through the
second quarter. The initial
start-up and move costs
from these production
relocations, have not affected 1977 earnings, since
those costs were recorded
However,
1976.
in
production inefficiencies
and related costs after
these moves were higher
than we had anticipated,
resulting in incretsed
manutacunfavorable

First Hall

Second Quarter
2977
Net sales

1676
1177
000's omitted

173,037

Pretax earnings
Net earningsBefore extraordinary credit
Net

413
413

Per WitteBefore extraordinary credit
Net

13
13

9141,737

9134,613

—441.963

$3.270

NS
1,1111

1925

1.365
2,070

$.26
37

$27
37

9.45

MASI

Lodger nod Times
VAN HAVERSTOCK
EMERGENCY
SERVICE

of‘isatiopencleal Agfent

MI Insurance Agents
are about alike - Until you have a claim.

We ao our port,

hand -in -hand
with your physi-

Most insurance agents
look pretty much alike.
But some work for only
one company while
others (like us) are indoendentwongoaly
- Ior
"
An agent working tor
one Company must
satisfy the company. It
he doesn't his job may
hem jeopardy.
With us, we must
satisfy only you. If the insurance
company
doesn't make good, they
will lose all our business,
not just yours. So they
can't afford to cross
either of us up.
flow 'does' this work
when you have a claim?
Simple, we're always
on your side.

cian, to promote
•
recov ery from illness—In mere..minutes only, your
prescription is

compounded and
delivered.

Cal/ the

Clinic
Pharmacy
The

SERVICE FOR All
YOUR INSURANCE NEEDS

Prescription
Specialists

PURDOM & THURMAN

753-8301
Free 'Delivery

753-4451
4.

BANK NOTESii'

Tough Protection

all
he

by Bill Boyd

,There's nothing lika.,a good barbed
1 2inwantml trouble
ward of,
wirt
er
(
o matt how hard you try, things
still go wrong. •
We're
That's where we come in
tough on trouble First, we'll help you

eliminoe
- o-tiouble - or minimize it. Then
re it. All for lust the cost of
And everyone knows
the insurance
insurance costs less for trouble free bust
!lease5.
let us put our tough - protection to
work for you

Three-fifths of a partially destroyed note
er tffey
(
- 150-redeemed at:full value.
Two-fifths is redeemed
at half value but less
than two-fifths ts worthless

S
a
S
a

This Business News Feature
will appear each Saturday
n the
Murray ledger and Times

BUSINESS
PORTRAITS
•
•
•
a

• Do you need money to improve your home? See
•
us about a property improvement loan
• •
-•
•
•
•
PEOPLES
•P
Melt;ber
FDIC
•
•LORIIMIr.--15

offer our

( reatRe
Photographer

Congratulations

304 Main, Murray

The Businessman's Choice For Fine Printing

The Murray
Insurance Agcy

YOUR Independent

Insurance

PROVIDING MURRAY'S
MOST COMPLETE BUSINESS INSURANCE SERVICE
Bel-Air Center Telephone 7534751
ABEILI;0.

AGENT

Tags
Menus
Posters
Booklets
Stationery
SERVICES
Business Forms
Campaign Specialties

WINCHESTER

Die Cutting
PRINTING
Publications
Church Bulletins

4 k, ERS AND PRI CERS OF
102 NI. 4th Street

Bank of Murray

WILSON
WOOLLEY

.
CUULILLIIALWAAA.W.I.W.1..a.LWALLILLAL

Cards
Labels
Folders
Programs

We at the

Office • Studio

753-7360

A ITY ALE T I 1LS

se

Note: Extraordinary credit of $705,000, or 3.23
per share, in the first half of 1976 resulted from
the utilization of a subsidiary's tax benefit carry
forward from prior years.

Insurance Agenct

innralITYTTYTTIrlrirtrrirtrrrrtrytrir.a a tritrirtril

1976

In Tender('

FIRAA FoR- You.-•

ALUMINUM SERVICE CO

loss in 1977.
— Progress made ID
Janitro)
relocating
products to the Company*
under-utilized air cogditioning plant in Elyria,
Ohio.
— Recent increases in
plant productivity levels."
Mr. Blasius concluded by
saying,"We expect each of
these factors to contribute
to improved earnings
performance during the
-lecond half compared -to
the first half."
Tappan is a diversified
manufacturer of products
used in "Serving the Heart
of the Home," including
microwave ovens, mar
kitchen appliances, unitary
heating and air conditioning equipment,
kitchen cabinets, bathroom
vanities, medicine cabinets
and metal waste containers.

Look
C EE
COUPON
CARNIVAL

IL,INC9 a•gleFs
ANC)FILINb TORTS,qr
1.6CvAL WORK oF
SoRTS„.
IAIMAkeLlsAlAkiikEt.
N•117 P4000,
WEIRe-Ti-te L-Etikt-

Big K opens 8011i

luring variances. As a
result of recent improvements in productivity
we believe these cost
variances will be reduced
substantially during the
second half.
"While we are not,
pleased with earnings for
the first half, we have now
completed our seventh
consecutive quarter of
profit following seven loss
quarters in 1974 and 1975.
We lie-ineiiiraged by:
- A ,continuing" strong
national* ttonomy and
customer demand for our
products - particularly our
higher end merchandise.
— The Cabinet group's
continued record sales and
earnings performance.
— The significant
decline in our Air Conditioning Division's loss
from $1.9 million in the first
half of 1976 to $.2 million

to
Warren E Shropshire
David Travis
John C. Wise
Tappan

753-5397

—**"
• -.
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Trevino Rides Lucky
Streak To Halfway Lead
By BOB GREEN
Ar Golf Writer
OAKVILLE, Ont. (AP) —
Lee Trevino is riding a lucky
streak—and he doesn't like it.
"I wise my luck would run
out—and I'd start hitting good
shots," Trevino grinned after
he parlayed some good breaks
and hot putting into a fourunder-par 68 that staked him
to a three-stroke lead Friday
halfway through the $225,000
Canadian
Open
Golf
Tournament.
-I caia-Lt keep on chipping
and putting like this, so I've
got to start hitting the ball
better," he said, and grinned

PONY LEAGUE FIRST TEAM — Members of the Murray Pony League All-Stars First Team are top row, loft to right,DOA
Hargrove, James Bynum, Eddie Rhodes, Robin Roberts, Bryce Tirflor, Tim McAlister, Marty McCuiston end Tony Herndon. Front
row, Kim Wilson, Eddie Requarth, Charlie Sontogodo, Robert Santagado, Darwin Bumphis, Scott Hill and Gory Storks.
Stuft Plates hy Mike treadee)

again.
"But I'll tell you this. If I
can get by with just 52 putts
for the last two rounds (the
number he required for the
first 36 holes), I'm a winner no
matter where I hit it.
"Usually, I'm pretty good
from tee to green, not so good
around the greens. Now, my
putting and chipping is saving
me and I can't get the damn
thing on the green.
"I should have had another
72. The only reason I didn't is
that scrambled.”
He one-putted eight times
and had one no-putt. He
missed six greens and played

a 70, Nicklaus in the afternoon
when the swirling winds were
at their trickiest. He had to
hole a 15-foot eagle putt on he
final hole to salvage his
erratic round.
"Five bogeys, five birdies
and an eagle. Need I say any
more?" he asked. "The golf
When it was all over, he had course played very difficult in
a 135 total, nine-under-par,and the afternoon."
a three-shot lead over Tom
Some of the other afternoon
his
supported
Kite and Jack Nicklaus, the scores
man who designed the hilly, statement. Al Geiberger shot
7,090-yard Glen Obey Golf an 85, but that was one stroke
Club course that is te-- be a sitpr than Ben Crenshaw.
permanent site for this
otn missed the cut for the
national championship.
final two rounds. Bruce
Kite and Nicklaus each had Lietzke, a two-time winner
this year, had an 81. So did
Roger Maltbie. Defentitm
champion Jerry Pate shot 79
and Arnold Palmer 78.
Ray Floyd, 67-139, and
George Cadle, 72-140, both
played in the morning half of
the field.
Trevino, who has won only
once in two years, said he was
"just trying to keep my hand
in this year" while he's on the
mend from back surgery, but
admitted "if I start hitting the
ball a little, I've got an
excellent chance at winning.
"But I've got to start hitting
the ball. I can't hope to keep
on chipping and putting like
this."
He holed the bunker shot for
birdie on the 13th, saved par
after watching his ball skip
Fifty one golfers, including (' out of the water bn the
the LPGA's top 15 money seventh, saved again with an
wiinners this season and four incredible shot from the deep
arnateurs, survived the cutoff rough on the 14th, made deuce
after a nine iron shot to 34
at 157.
Beth Daniel of Charleston, feet on the third,birdied the
S.C., and Catherine Reynolds 10th from 10 feet, saved par
of Springfield, Mo., are tl2e from the same distance on the
low amateurs with scores of 17th and dropped a 20-footer
for birdie on the final hole.
153.
those holes one-under-par. He
holed a sand shot for birdie,
skipped one off the surface of
a pond safely on the bank and
chipped close from an
awkward lie in deep rough on
what he called "an impossible
shot."

1

sports
New Faces On LPGA Tour Are
Outshining Veteran Golfers

PONY LEAGUE SECOND TEAM — Members of the Murray Pony League All-Stars Second Team are top row, left to right, Roy
Knight, coach, Kevin Calvin, Walter Payne, Tim Foster, Eric Lovins, Kelly Rogers and Pete Phelan, coach. Front row, Todd Bradshaw, Kim Kendall Gory Sims, Bob Frye, Kirk Storks, Mark Smith and Mark Denham.

Reuschel Leads Cubs To Second
Straight Win-Over Braves Friday
By KEN RAPPOPORT
AP Sports Writer
In prior years you could
count Rick Reuschel's victory
total on your fingers and some
of your toes.
"He's got a terrific shot at 20
wins," said Cub Manager
Herman Franks. "I don't
know about 25, but I wouldn't
put it past him. Maybe even

30."
Without making much noise,
the good right arm of the Cubs
has already gained 13
victories, including a 1-0
beauty over the Atlanta
Braves Friday. He had never
won more than 14 in a season
before.
Reuschel allowed but five
hits and set up the game's only

Stacy, whose one-under 143
gives her a two-stroke
advantage over Lopez going
into today's nationallytelevised third round.
- "The pressure is good for
me—it
makes
me
concentrate," continued the
23-year-old Georgian, who is
10th on this year's LPGA
winnings list.
Stacy built a five-stroke
cushion at the turn Friday, but
staggered home with bogeys
on three of the last four holes.
-It was just wild," she
explained in-a wispy southern
accent. "I wasn't happy with
the way I hit the ball, but I
scrambled well."
Miss Lopez, who was
convinced by her manager
and parents to begin her pro
career at the open, capitalized
on her powerful game on the
PHOENIX (AP) — The fairways to push into a
Phoenix Suns of the National challenging position.
Basketball Association have
The Roswell, N.M., tour
announced the signing of one rookie, who made a charge at
rookie and the release of three the open title as an amateur
others.
two years ago, fired a 71
A "make good" contract Friday for a two-round 145,
was-signed-Friday with-6-foat- -tine stroke ahead of defending
2 guard Freeman Blade of champion JoAnne Cartier.
Eastern Montana College, "I guess I haven't realized
club officials said. Ternit of yet that I'm playing golf for a
the contract, which will take living now," said Miss Lopez.
effect when Blade makes the "I haven't really gotten used
team, were not disclosed.
to it yet, but I came here
He was signed as a free because
some
people
agent, after having played convinced me I could win."
basketball last year with the Mrs. Carrier is alone at 146,
Athletes in Action.
followed by Australian Jan
Released from summer Stephenson at 147.
league play were guard Harry Pam Higgins, Pat Bradley,
Davis, a free agent from Debbie Austin, Amy Alcott
Morris ._13giwn University; and Cathy Mant are all at 149
forward Jeff Randell, a free while Kathy Whitworth, Jane
agent from San Francisco, Blalock and Peggy Conley are
and guard Billy McKinney of at 150. Miss Conley, also a
Northwestern University, the rookie, has won just $2,697.52
Suns' sixth-round draft pick. in 15 tournaments this season.
Mrs.
Mant,
another
relatively unknown tour
performer, matched the
tournament's top round with a
PACIFIC, Mo. (AP) — 70 Friday to push into
Harry Skalsky of Chapel Hill, contention.
N.C., needed a shoot-off to
defeat Jim Poindexter of Los
Angeles Friday in the U.S.
International Clay Pigeon
Championship.
Both finished three days of
competition with 290 totals out
of a possible 300. Skalsky, an
Army reserve sergeant, won
the title by knocking down 25
straight targets in an extra
round, while Poindexter
missed a pair.
Defendnding women's
champion Audrey Grosch of
Minneapolis successfully
defended her title by posting a
274, 24 targets ahead of her
nearest rival.
Defending junior champion
Dudley Coleman of Ackerly,
Tex., also successfully
defended his title with a 234,
two points more than Eugene
Leoni of Ambler,Pa.

By BRENT KALLESTAD
AP Sports Writer
CHASKA, Minn.(AP)—Two
of the newer faces on the
Ladies Professional Golf
are
tour
Association
outshining the veterans at the
midway point of the women's
U.S. Open Tournament.
Hollis Stacy, a four-year pro
with just one tour victory, and
20-year-old Nancy Lopez, a
raw rookie debuting at the
Open on the 6,313-yard
Hazeltine National Golf Club,
are 1-2 after the first two
round. Both are confident they
can win the prestigious event.
"I've never led before in a
72-hole tournament, but I like
being out in front," said Miss

1205 Chestnut Street

Will Be Open Every Sunday
For Your Drug, Prescription and
Sundry Needs
Open 12:00 Noon Til 6 P. M.

Suns Sign Four

run with a single, while three runs with a pair of
leading the National League homers to power San
East leaders to their second Francisco over Philadelphia.
Foli, who was sidelined with
straight one-run decision over
three cracked ribs, belted a
the Braves.
In other National League solo homer off loser Steve
games, the Montreal Expos Carlton, 13-5, in the sixth
edged the Los Angeles inning to break a 1-1 tie and
Dodgers 2-1; the Pittsburgh added a two-run blast off
Pirates tripped the Cincinnati reliever Ron Reed in the
Reds 8-7 in 12 innings; the seventh.
Mets 5, Padres 0
Houston Astros turned back
Left-hander Jon Matlack
the St. Louis Cardinals 4-2; the
Giants scattered seven hits to pitch
Francisco
San
defeated the Philadelphia New York over San Diego.
Phillies 6-2 and the New York Matlack, improving his record
Mets beat the San Diego to 5-12 with his fifth complete
game of the year, struck out
Padres 5-0.
seven and walked two as the
Expos 2, Dodgers 1
guys
those
Warren Cromartie and Del Mets won for the seventh time
LOUISVILLE, Ky. AP) — against
really did help Unser belted home runs to in the last 10 games.
Two players who avoided — in (professionals)
us.,,
back the four-hit pitching of
one way or another — the
Henry added, "This was the Jackie Brown as Montreal
Junior Davis Cup squad will
meet today in the finals of the third Junior Davis Cup edged Los Angeles for the
SAPPHIRE VALLEY, N.C.
National Junior Clay Court player in a row I beat here. I Expos' fifth straight victory.
The loss was the eighth in the AP) — Top seeded Pat Dupre
liked that."
. Tennis Championships.
Corse is 17 and Henry is 18 last 11 games for the sluggish of San Diego advanced to the
- : Tenth-seeded Tal Hairy of
Charlotte, N.C. will meet his and both say they hope to Dodgers, although they semifinals of the Sapphire
Open
-doubles partner and friend, attend the University of,North maintained their 942-game Valley
Tennis
lead over Cincinnati in the Tournament with a 6-4, 7-6
seventh-seeded John Corse of Carolina in the fall.
"1 think Tal and I, we try to National League West.
victory over Bill Lloyd of
Atlanta at the Louisville
play the same way,"said
Pirates 8, Reds 7
South
Fallsburg, N.Y.,
Tennis Center.
Bill Robinson, who had Friday.
Henry advanced to the final Corse. "He might be a little
Fourth-seeded Ferdi
with a 6-4, 6-4 upset victory stronger than I am and he is k tripled home the tying run in
Friday over fourth-seeded year older than I am, but we'the 10th inning, singled home Taygan of Framingham,
Jeff Robbins of Salt Lake City. both try to just keep the ball in the game-winner with two out Mass., defeated Bert Hoyt of
in the 12th to lift Pittsburgh Newberg, NY., 6-2, 7-5 in a
Corse defeated unseated play."
Corse said after his over Cincinnati. Dave Parker quarter-final match. He meets
Lloyd Bourne of Pasadena,
Calif., 6-1, 7-5 in the other semifinal match that he felt he had socked his third double of Dupre Saturday:
"just got lucky."
the genie in the 12th before
Fifth-seeded Ashook
semifinal.
"I made some pretty good Robinson's long single to left Amritraj of India ousted
Henry had earlier defeated shots,- he said.
center brought him-home with Guillermo
Oropez
of
fifth-seeded Mel Purcell of
Corse fell behind in the the winning run. Montclair, N.J., 6-3, 7-6, and
Murray, 0-6, 6-4, 6-3 to second set against Bourne, a
Astros,4, Cardinals 2
13th-seeded Jai DiLouie of
advance in the tournament.
University
Stanford
Bob Watson slammed his Dallas upset No. 7 Mike
;Henry wasn't among the 30 sophomore, but held him third straight hit—a two-run, Fishbach of Great Neck, N.Y.,
players invited to try out for scoreless for the remainder of two-out single in the top of the 6-3, 6-1 in other quarter-final
the Junior Davis Cup squad. the motel"after drawing even ninth inning—to lift Houston action.
over St. Louis.
During the tryouts, however, at 5-5.
Corse attributed some of his
The hit by Watson came off
against
he
played
problems in the second set to a reliever Clay Carroll, 4-2, who
professionals in the South.
earlier bailed reliever Rawly
Corse declined his Junior broken racket string.
KINGS MILIS, Ohio (AP) The building, which will
"My other rackets are all Eastwick out of an eighth- - Construction on the new
Davis Cup invitation to play
honor college football's
against professionals this garbage," he said. "After I inning jam which saw the National Football Foundation
players and coaches,
zither.
ng,_
the.
.
tirpke my stri
Astros tielhe game at2-2.
Hen of Farne building began_ greetfet
Giants 6, Miles 2
-41PeetedtóTeu in June..
After Friday's single's iaket was 1 --teeny- bit
this week at the Kings Island
-making his tint-- Fanity- -FintertairrmEfft-LOWI
atehesravviry3sa44 to Corso--,different and.1.444.a.tassiy-bit NdeHealfra--W7ent'the
start since June 20,knotiketti!‘ Degiter--"You see, John, playing upset."
'Heirsgerrairiniamr.

Henry And Courts To
Meet For Junior Title

2_04==mDtifetoci
SCOTT

Put a little
sizzleinto your
Monday.
Chopped Stockade Steak!
We start with tender,
juicy chopped Sirloin.

Its served sizzlin' hot
with your choice of potato
and St2ckade Toast. A
$22 value fa only „

4

INCLUDES

Free
Salad and Drink

MUNN
TOCKAra

Skalsky Wins

Dupre Advances

THE FAMILY STEAKHOUSE

This Bank is Open

any
hour

PEOPLES BANK

;TELLER 24

of any
day!

Hall Going Up

•

•

EOPLES
01/BANK
I MURRAY
Mente. F Di(

North Office

KY.

.
4..
,
441, SANCIUS Assoc.art

South Office
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Rangers Knock Orioles Out Of
First Place With 5-1 Victory
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The tourney will fhb/ four toms hum Nierrey steel* hour tillayllsid teams. Games will be bold at 7 p. in. and
mod play
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BASEBALL STANDINGS
By The Associated Press

Jury Rules In Favor Of Noll
And Steelers In Slander Suit

By HERSCHEL NISSENSON
AP Sports Writer
Billy Hunter's job now is to
see that the Baltimore
Orioles-as well, as every
other American League
team-lose when they play the
Texas Rangers.
The Orioles' third-base
coach from 1964-he was their
shortstop in 1954-until he was
named manager of the
Rangers last month, Hunter
returned tiialtimore Friday
night and dirRangers not only
beat the Orioles 5-1 but
_ knocked_ them of-first
place in the American -League
East.
Elsewhere, the Boston Red
Sox moved pt the(kinks by
—Cie-half game with a 3-0
_ victory over the Cleveland
Indians, the Milwaukee
Brewers downed the New
York Yankees 6-3, the Kansas
City Royals nipped the Detroit
Tigers 5-4 in 12 innings, the

AMERICAN LEAGUE
East
NATIONAL LEAGUE
W L Pct.
By BILL MARTIN
in the trial that he did not want
East
Boston
53 39 .576
Associated Press Writer
. W . . L. .Pct....GB Balt
to go to court, but would have
53 40 .570
Chicago
SAN FRANCISCO (AP)- settled for a retraction by
55 35 .611 - N York
51 44 .537
The failure of George Noll.
Phila
53 39 .576 3
Cleve
42 49 .462
Atkinson's $2 million slander
Pitts
Contacted at the Steelers'
52 42 .553 5
Milwkee
43 50 .462
suit
either
vindicated training camp in Latrobe, Pa.,
S Louis
48 46 .511 9
Detroit
41 52 .441
Pittsburgh Steelers Coach Noll's only comment was
Montreal 44 47 .484 111
/
2 Toronto
34 59 .366
Chuck Noll or gave him the "we're very happy." Swann
N York
38 55 .409 18/
1
2
West
right to say anything he wants said his reaction was one of
West
55 36 .604
about anybody he wants, "complete ecstacy."
53 38 .582 2
Los Ang
59 35 .62$ - K.C.
The Steelers told newsmen
51 43 .543 51
/
2 depending on which side you
Cinci
48 43 .527 9/
1
2 Mina
listen to.
following the verdict they
47 44 .516 8
Houston
44 51 .463 15/
1
2 Texas
A federal court jury harbored no ill will for
43 47 .478 111
Calif
/
2
S Fran
44 52 .458 16
40 52 .435 1514 determined Friday that Noll Atkinson and did not think the
S Diego '' 41 56 .423 19/
1
2 Oakland
and_the Steele:3 cook), not be trial would do anything to
42 55
Allanta-s--3f--59---.366 20/--Seattle
held liable for comments in heighten the tense SteelerFriday's Gaines
which Noll linked Atkinson, a. Raider rivalry.
Friday's Games
Chicago 10, Toronto 3
defensive
back for the
MacInnis said the key to the
Chicago 1, Atlanta 0
Texas 5, Baltimore 1
Oakland Raiders, to a verdict may have been a
Pittsburgh 8, Cincinnati 7, 12
Boston 3, Cleveland 0
"criminal
element" in pro failure
Atkinson's
by
innings
ICansas city 5,_Detrod 4, 12
football.
attorneys to provide clear and
-Houston 4, SCIZabir
innings
"The vindication of Chuck convincing evidence that Noll
New York 5, San Diego 0
Milwaukee 6, New York 3
Noll
and the Steelers is a very made
comments
the
Montreal 2, Los Angeles 1
California 6, Minnesota 2
6,
good thing for football," maliciously.
Francisco
San
Oakland 5, Seattle 1
Steelers attorney James
Philadelphia 2
US. District Judge Sam
Saturday's Games
Chicago (Barrios 9-4) at To- Machmis said Friday. "It will Conti had ruled earlier that
Saturday's Games
put a stop to the kind of thing Atkinson was a public figure,
ronto(Lernanczyk 8-8)
Cincinnati (Capilla 2-1) at
Texas (Perry 8-8) at Balti- for which he criticized George requiring him to prove that
Pittsburgh (Rooker 7-5)
Atkinson."
Noll made his comments
more (Palmer 10-8)
Atlanta (Solomon 1-1) at ChiThe two-man, four-woman either knowing they were false
Milwaukee (Travers 3-4) at
cago (Krukow 7-7)
jury deliberated four hours at or with "reckless disregard"
" New York (Guidry 6-5)
Philadelphia (Larch 6-2 or
Cleveland (Eckersley 9-7) at the end of a nine-day US. for whether or not they were
Christenson 8-5) at San Fran- Boston (Cleveland 74)
District Court trial before false.
cisco (Knepper 4-3)
returning
a verdict in favor of
California (Tanana 12-6) at
BUSY TROTTERS
Houston (Larson 0-3) at St.
the defendants.
Minnesota
(Zahn,
8-7)
NEW YORK (AP)- This s
Louis (Urrea 2-3),(n)
Atkinson
had
filed suit why they are
Kansas City (Colborn 11-9) at
called the GlobetMontreal (Batmen 5-2) at
seeking a million dollars each rotters. The Harlem GlobetrotDetroit
(Rceema
8-4)
Los Angeles(Sutton 10-4),(n)
from
the
Steelers
and
Noll
ters sent two units to Europe
Oakland (Coleman 1-1) at
New York (Koosman 7-10) at
after Noll made the criminal and the Middle East in the
Seattle(Wheelock 4-6)
San Diego(D'Acquisto 1-1),(n)
element accusation and spring of, 1977.
Sunday's Games
Sunday's Games
charged
Atkinson
had The first was scheduled for 65
Toronto at Detroit
Houston at Chicago,2
deliberately tried to maim games in Finland, Sweden,
Texas at Cleveland
Atlanta at Pittsburgh
England, Monaco, Italy and
receiver Lynn Swann.
Milwaukee at Baltimore,2
Spain.
Cincinnati at St. Louis
Atkinson,
who
was
not
Kansas City at New York
Montreal at San Francisco,2
present when the verdict was The second unit was booked
Chicago
at Boston
New York at Los Angeles
read,
was not available ,or for 75 games in Israel, BelOakland at Minnesota,2
gium, Holland, France, GermaPhiladelphia atSan Diego
Califosnia at-Seattle 2--- comment. He had said earlier ny-and Switzer-land?-

Peanuts

WHAT
AREqou
EVY5
DON&?

WHAT 00 YOu
HAW THERE
IN THAT
CAN?

Chicago White Sox pounded
the Toronto Blue Jays 10-3, the
California Angels defeated the
Minnesota Twins 6-2 and the
Oakland A's turned back the
Seattle Mariners 5-3.
Red Sax 3,Indians•
Rick Wise scattered seven
hits for his second shutout of
the season and Butch Hobson
smacked a two-run double as
Boston moved back ahead of
the Orioles. The Red Sox
tagged Al Fitmiorris for all
their runs in the first inning on
Rick Burleson's leadoff single,
a two-out walk, Carlton Fisk'a
RBI single, anotistr
ink
Hobson's double.
Brewers6,Yankees 3
Mike- Caldwell fired_a sixhitter and Steve Brye, Sal
Bando and Yon Joshua drove
in two runs apiece as
handed
the
Milwaukee
slumping Yankees their ninth
setback in the last 12 games.
Brye, 10110 teat osier after

Sports In Brief
By The Associated Press
FOOTBALL
MIAMI - Miami Dolphins
defensive end BStanfillfiled
a grievance against the
National Football League
team, objecting to a report by
physician
team
the
pronouncing the nine-year
veteran physically IR to play
this season.
Stanfill claims the opinion
by Dr. Herbert Virgin differs
with that of two University of
Michigan physicians who
Stanfill says told him he
should no longer play.
Stanfill has been bothered
by a neck ailment.
GENERAL
KANSAS CITY - The
at
program
baseball
California State College of
Pennsylvania was placed on
probation for one year for
failure to participate in NAIA
tournaments after promising
to do so.
The NAIA also lifted a oneyear period of probation on
California Lutheran College
after a successful appeal of
the probation which was
imposed in June.

right fielder Sixto Lexcano and scored twice and Eric
and
Brian
was hit by a pitch in the first Soderholm
inning and suffered a broken Downing added home runs as
bone in his left hand, drove in the' White Sox remained two
the first two Milwaukee runs games in front of Kansas City
with a pair of singles.
in the AL West. Johnson broke
Royals 5,Tigers 4
the game open with a threeAl Cowens' 12th-inning run homer in the eighth inning
homer gave Kansas City (1) and added a run-scoring single
the victory and (2) an eight- in Chicago's four-run ninth.
game winning streak that tied
Angels 6,Twins 2
the club record. Cowens
Bobby Bonds drove in three
connected off reliever John rims with his 20th homer-the
Hiller after the Royals blew eighth time he's reached that
two-run leads in the ninth and mark-and a sacrifice fly and
10th innings.
Ken Brett won his first game
Hal McRae, who doubled in..In eight tries with California.
the.(*pro' 1.54 _razed on a. scattering eight hits, including
single by Pete LaCock, homers by Lyman Bost.*
homered for the Royals in the and Dan Ford.
sixth. LaCpck Apd John __A!.s 5,Mariners1
-—
Mayberry &livered RBI Vida Blue scattered 10 bib
singles in the 10th. Detroit's.in 113-3 innings, including
Rusty Staub had four hits, runs by Dan Meyer and
including key blows in both Ruppert Jones. In posting his
rallies.
third consecutive victory,
White Sex II, Blue Jays3
Blue had help from Manny
-Lamar Johnson collected Sanguillen, who drove in two
four hits, drove in five runs runs with a pair of singles.

Crossword Puzzler
ACROSS

Answer to Friday PuzzlIkfr

3 Retreat
4 Festive
Pays attention
Contufno
porPose
9 trait
tplitnded
d
8 Gull-like bir.,

1 Thick black
4 lupbst aon,ce
The college had been
OO
charged with failing to enforce 9 Arlicie
12 Exist
NAIA eligibility standards.
13 Eagle's nest
14 Ventilate
15 Encounter
STOCKHOLM - Spain's 17 Walks wearily 1:1 Jointo
Bitter
itw
tr
n retch
Walk on
Turkish deSeveriano Ballesteros was 19 cree
river
Swiss
18
struck by a bolt of lightning 21 Short sleep
20 Lamprey
22 Shoulder wrap
Painful
during the second round of the 22
24 Weight of
23 Mountain
$80,000
Scandinavian
India
25 Uncooked
Open
golf 26 Lease
Enterprise
29 Handle
27 Famed
championships, but escaped 31 Young boy
Lock of hair
28 Coyer
30
beetle
33 Click
without major injury.
34 Faroe Islands 32 Obstruct
When play was halted by the
whirlwind
36 Label
38 Painful spots
storm, Greg Norman of 35 Speck
37 Existed
Australia was leading with a 39 Symbol for
-tettUrt0M'
138.
40 Unit of Latvian
BOATING
currency
NEWPORT, R.I. - Ted 42 Dance step

IOCC 131001313 UGC
VIM 171113011 HEW
nrunnn INIEBBE
MGM 1:112
MGM DEIC MUG
131111 onennoron
nn nnn mm sr
annnnenne nnn
mnnu nun mnsin
nn on=
nnennn OCIMMATI
Mr manna MD•
unn unarm Finn
41
43
45
47
49
52

Delicate
Weaken
Sandy waste
Born
Drawing room
Girl's nickname

54
55
56
57
59
60
63

Departed
Rodent
The self
Encbuartered
Brown kiwi
Deposit
Preposition

6
4 IF:,,
as
rad
hil's
Hood twice steered his:
Independence to victory over 48 Afabriceri or:
the Enterprise in trials for the 50 Communists
51 Openwork
America's Cup.
DR Al ,
*Au-I
stria
- &3 ,i.,.B°1' menAmerica's Jack Lyda and 66 r
uYteack
cham
Murieplions
Gilman
, cal,
Itured
the deftheendingan
uredefea58
61 :
T
Ala
n tse

canoe and kayak world 62 S
ti;Jrujical
championships, winning the 64 Fish eggs
mixed kayak competition.
They were docked in 483.41P :
6
666 tA
RREkk:
eylar
seconds.
Two
other
DOWN
Americans, Linda Aponte and 1
Kim Kennedy finished second. 2 Macaw

. by 1 nited Friiiirre Syndicate, Inc

Edison

Thomas A.

LET ME SEE WHAT
IT 15 you HAVE...

He had a bright
idea...and turned
the whole world
on with it!

I ALWAYS HAVE A
FEELING THAT

• On October 21,1879,
Edison invented the
incandescent lamp. This
first electric light
bulb burned 10 hours
... long enough to
enlighten the world!

SOMEONE IS
WATCHING ME

ens

1001111.

•This immeasurable
ionribution has made
life better for all
nuinkind; Electricity
is the power source of
aH man's future plans,
rook and dreams come
true. And that's something to reflect on.

• 977 Unripe Yeatere sandiest., ate

Beatle Bailey
AE YOU
AND •PUR W/FE
GETTiNG ALON6Nr

• Every time we lick on
a light..,turn on the
TV ... toast a slice of
bread, we experience the
wonder of electricity.
It works for us at,borne
and on the job . mdklng
things better all the time.

,The Phantom
E xogc SEP
THE 61405T WHO

WALKS. ZAAL 15
SAFE ONCE
MORE!

. . . . .dr,
Murray Electric System
-.-1101 Ogee
iermi•••••••4

,
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Deer hotApplicationsk Agesi10

Outdoof Loire
Outdoor Lore is dedicated to the hunters fishermen and others who enjoy the

John L. Mechler, supervisor Topping basis, leaving 20 to 25
GOLDEN POND, KY. August 10 is the deadline for of Wildlife Management, per cent of the crop for wildlife
returning all deer gun hunt_ explains that decisions on food and cover. Wildlife food
applications for the 1977 resource management at plots are also planted along
season at Land Between The Land Between The Lakes are many powerline rights of way.
Campgrounds and other
Lakes, TVA's 170,000-acre made after careful study to
recreation and outdoor determine how an area can public use areas set aside for
recreation and environmental
in most effectively be used.
area
demonstration
are carefully
education
western Kentucky and TenAccording to Mechler, the
a
nessee.
multiple-use managed to maintain
key
to
the
for
environment
natural
Even though fallow deer management
in
lies
hunting will be prohibited this cooperation among depart- enjoyment of users and the
year, the white-tailed deer ments and an "awareness of propagation of wildlife.
goods subject to su9ti a tax and ammunition applies to harvest is expected to equal or what everyone else is doing. Frequent inspection of these
might include caniera sup- millions of rounds of ammo exceed last year's harvest of Communications with other areas is made to evaluate user
resources and
plies, camping gear, back- that are never fired at game, 1,250.
proper Impact on
makes
sections
Overall, small game hun- resource management prescribe corrective
packing
equipment, arid many guns that are never
measures.
binoculars, recreational used for hunting. The tax is ting should be good this year. possible," he said.
The multiple land use
vehicles, and even birdseed, levied on target rifles and Squirrel hunting should be
"All forest management management _program at
be,
_._
_
excellent
because
the
The Wildlife- Ivf anagement-ha ndguna--that--may
lie geared to-Ward- Land -Bitsieen
-fidieS
Institute has estimated that suitable for any hunting, and tremendous acorn crop of 1976 activiffel
wildlife species development demonstrates and helps
survival
greater
for
provided
such taxes could raise $40- on trap and skeet guns. Many
in both game and non-game visitors 'develop ..irr---tmmillion per year for nongame nonhunting shooters are thus through the winter and
----stronger -ninnies going into.--artimalsr" Mechler said_ derstanding of the importance
wildlifëT Thefe are, hoiier,--FaTed
Timber stand improvement, of conserving and maintaining
some snags.
. So are many hunters. As the mating seasons.
Much of the credit for im- the deadening or removal of a quality environment.
The National Wildlife another example, an enortrees having no potential
these
of
Examples
Federation recently com- mous amount of money is proving game populations at
wildlife, recreation or timber management practices are
lies
Lakes
Land
The
Between
mented:
who
people
by
year
spent each
comprehensive value, and selective timber interpreted along the 8-mile
a
"Some hiking groups have hunt doves and little else. As with
use harvesting are methods used Resource Motor Trail and the
land
argued that a tax on their much as 7, per cent* all shot multiple
to help provide a variety of Trail of These Hills, but can be
which
program
management
equipment should fund hiking shells fired, in the United
beneficial to wildlife. seen in practically every
habitats
the
of
use
optirnum
for
trails as well as wildlife States may be used -in dove allows
Agricultural land is farmed section of the TVA demonas
well
as
hunting
for
area
management. It is unclear to hunting. This may add up to
in Land Between The Lakes by Aration area.
others whether binoculars, $2'2-million in excise taxes non-consumptive wildlife uses
private farmers on a shareanother suggested tax item, each year, most of which is and recreation.
are used priMarily for viewing channeled into other types of
wildlife or sporting events. game management. The dove
Cameras may produce as hunter foots part of the bill for
PIA, load Woo Ito lakes
many pictures of family and quail and wild turkeys.'
friends as,of nongame species,
The perfect tax has never
some argue. Others note that been devised. There would be
taxes on birdseed and birding inequities in excise taxes on
equipment might place an backpacking
and
gear
unintentional emphasis on binoculars just as there are on
urban wildlife programs."
guns ahd ammunition. But
Similar situations were met such inequities are endurable
Redd Hollow Informal
long ago by hunters and - and of all the ways to fund
Derby, the oldest continuous the campfire to hear tales of
Use Area To
never
were
but
shooters,
wildlife management, earfishing
contest of its kind, will yesteryear, meet at The
Renovation
For
Close
allowed to stall game marked excise taxes are
15 and continue Homeplace parking lot, 8:30
August
begin
Construction
And
restoration programs.
among the most direct and
The free p.m.; Macrame Workshop,
October.
through
Use
Informal
Hollow
Redd
For example, the Federal effective.
Area, located south of Turkey contest, open tO "registered JUIY X,beginners learn basic
excise tax on sporting arms
Bay in TVA's Land Between guestsat participating motels, knot tying and how to create
The Lakes, will close except campgrounds, and houseboats designs, material fee $1,
for boat launching on July 20, rentals in Marshall County, Empire Farm, (502) 924-5441,
1977, and remain closed will offer cash and mer- 12:30-3:30 p.m.; Ponds and
through- September for ex- chandise prizes on a weekly Polliwogs, July 27, explore
tensive renovation of the 15 basis in addition to grand cash woodland ponds to collect
present sites and construction awards for the season's specimens for microscopic
2 hours, wear
1
largest fish in each of the six investigation, 2/
of 25 new campsites.
tennis shoes, meet at Center
Campers who normally categories.
For additional information Station, 3 p.m.; Return of the
utilize the area will find
complementary facilities write, Fall Fishing Derby, Winged Giants, July 28, a 15The Kentucky Department of Fish
south of Redd Hollow at Dept. W,Box 342, Benton, KY. minute movie featuring, giant
Canada geese, and a short
hunter
holding
be
will
Rushing Creek Campground, 42025.
Wildlife
and
discussion about our flock,
Homecoming Between
Ginger Bay Informal Use
Center Station, 2 p.m.;
safety c1,61-sses--August 4, 57-and 6. The
The Rivers
Area, and Ginger Ridge BackThe sixth annual "Between Natural Dyes Workshop, July
Country Camp,or north of the
classes will start at 7 p.m Thursday and
area at Turkey Bay or Fenton the Rivers Homecoming" has 29, hike through the woods and
been set for Sunday, August collect leaves and berries to
Informal Use Areas.
Friday nights and Saturday morning - A
The following rates are 14, 1977, at the old Fenton dye wool and cotton, pretarget range will be established for the applicable at the family Airstrip just east of the registration reiluired, 502-924campgrounds for the summer Eggner's Ferry Bridge on 5441, bring a sack lunch,
final day. The classes will be con- season: Hillman Ferry U.S. Highway 68. All persons Empire Farm,9 a.m. - 2 p.m.;
Campground, located about who lived in the area now The Diurnal World of Insects,
ducted' in the Murray-Calloway County three
miles south of Barkley known as Land Between The July 29, an intriguing 1-hour
Canal on the Kentucky Lake Lakes and their guests are walk in search of insects,
Park at the picnic shelter bear the old
to attend
the Center Station, 2:30 p.m.; The
shoreline in the northern invited
courthouse
portion of the area, and Piney celebration. A basket lunch Nocturnal World of Insects,
Campground, located near will be served at 12:00 noon. July 29, a walk to search for
The classes will be free for Juniors
and learn about the world's
U.S. Highway 79 in the Bring your own lunch.
most successful group of
For
additional
information
night;
per
$3
portion,
southern
Youth
the
in
participating
who plan on
and Rushing Creek Cam- contact TVA, Land Between animals, bring a flashlight,
Hunt at Land Between The Lakes this
pground, straddling the The Lakes, Golden Pond, KY. meet at Center Station, 8:30
line 42231, telephone (502) 924-5602. p.m.; Wings of Morning, July
Kentucky-Tennessee
will
be
a
fall Certification
30, a walk to observe early
What's Happening In
midway in Land Between The
morning birdlife, Center
Land
Between
The
is
There
night.
Lakes
per
82
Lakes,
requirement in order to hunt Area
The following activities are Station, 7:30 a.m.; Fresh
an additional 50 cents charge
hunters should take advantage of this for electrical hookup in each scheduled for the next week at Water Ecology, July 30, an
of the family campgrounds. Land Between The Lakes, examination of the water
opportonity.
public
outdoor world around us, Center
There is no charge for cam- TVA's
ping in any of the informal use recreation area in western Station, 2 p.m.; Wildflowers
Registration for the classes should areas.
Kentucky and Tennessee: on Review, July 30, a 45For further information Seniority Salute, July 25,a day minute slide program, meet at
be made prior to August 1 by contacting
contact TVA, Land Between for senior citizens, bring a Center Station, 2:30 p.m.;
The Murray-Calloway County Parks of- The Lakes, Golden Pond, KY. dish for potluck lunch, meet at Attracting Birds to Your
42231,telephone (502) 924-5602. Hematite Lake near Center Home, July 31, visit the 1850
fice at 753-7640
Station, 10 an., advance living history farm now under
Annual Fall Fishing
registration required, call construction, meet at the
Derby Set For
(502) 924-5509; Ghosts of the Romeplace entrance road.
August 15
The 19th annual Fall Fishing Past, July 26, gather around 2:30 p.m.

Oita few

Spill and Sammie
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Miser Editor

New Money For
Norma Wildlife
By John Madson
Interest in nongame wildlife
is keener than ever-and so is
the search for money to
manage it.
Some advocates of nongame
- -management- would tap themoney from hunting license
sales and excise taxes on
sporting arms and am-r111n-Tt16n. But hunters point
out that there's little enough
money for game management
as it is, and feel that new
money should be found for
nongame wildlife.
Among the possibilities:
1) the state legislature may
allocate, from the general
fund, an appropriation scaled
to a percentage of the annual
game and fish funds;
21 an annual appropriation
-from the general fund may be
provided by a small per capita
tax based on the number of
residents within the state;
3) sales of special license
plates, decals and wildlife
stamps;
4 ) taxes on specific luxuries
or on certain types of outdoor
equipment.
The last may be one of the
best -an excise tax similar to
those on guns, ammunition
and fishing tackle. Consumer
Wildlife Services, noted that
the hunt was very popular and
rewarding for all parties involved.
Each of the youths who
participated had successfully
completed a hunter safety
GOLDEN POND, KY. - approved course: these must course prior to hunting. "In so
Land Between The Lakes, the be presented when checking in doing," Mechler said, "they
Tennessee Valley Authority's for the hunt.
learned not only how to be a
demonstration
170,000-acre
Each youth must be ac- safe hunter, but also about
area in western Kentucky and companied while hunting by modern wildlife management
Tennessee, will hold the an adult who is at least 18 and the role of the sportsmen
second Youth Hunt for white- years_ or age. The ac- in
natural
conserving
Saturday, companying adult will not be resources."
deer
tailed
November 5. Fallow deer allowed to apply for or hunt "These young hunters
hunting will be prohibited for during the Youth Hunt.
represent a new corps of
both gun and bow hunters.
Each adult accompanying a sportsmen who understand
Only youths who will be at youth in Kentucky is required how important it is to be a safe
least 10 years of age, but who by state law to have a valid and thoughtful hunter, why
have not reached 16 years of Kentucky hunting license and game laws are needed and
age on the day of the hunt, will deer permit. The adult will be enforced, and how wildlife
be allowed to apply for the allowed to apply for the populations are, managed,"
regular quota hunt.
regular quota hunt.
Mechler said.
Each youngster must have
The Youth Hunt held in 1976
Applications for the fall
all state required licenses and at Land Between The Lakes quota hunts may be obtained
tags, a Land Between The attracted 560 young hunters - at any of the three information
Lakes computer card permit -abdut 6 per cent of the total stations in Land Between The
anda hunter safety certificate number of hunters. John L. Lakes and at Center Station in
from a state-sponsored or Mechler, supervisor of the Environmental Education
Center.
All applications must be
postmaried no later than
midnighron August 10, 1977 (
and received 'no later than
August 15), or delivered in
person to the wildlife office at
Golden Pond, KY, by 4:30 p.
m., August 10, 1977. No applications will be taken by
telephone.
Additional information on
Panorama Shores on Kentucky Lake
the hunts can be obtained by
DON McCLURE
contacting the RESOURCE
GRAYSON McCLURE
Take 94 East out of Murray for 2 rn 4,s Turn right on 280
MANAGEMENT SECTION,
Follow 280 for 7 mdes past Bonner s Grocery Take
TVA, Land Between The
blacktop ,nto Panorama ond follow blacktop to your r,qh
Lakes, P. 0. Box HA-77,
Telephone 502436-5483
Golden Pond, KY 42231.

Special Youth hotSetFor
Saturday Novembet

appy Holiday Travel,Inc

e

Hunter Safety Class

Cain's, AMC,Jeep
BUCKS BODY SHOP

Carroll Tire Service
'See Us For Uniroyal Gumbo and Michelin Tires

jtc0
753-5142

Coldwater Rd
753 6448

1105 Pogue

753-1489

753-5693

Jerry's Restaurant

Murray Bait Co.
Hooks Wheel
Alignment
Specializing in servicing tires L 4 W.D..ifthicks
"Widest" Selection of 4 Wheeling runs.
In The Jackson Purchase - ---=-M034779
408 N 4th

S. 12th St.
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Qualified Bear Archery Service
haw 153 1511
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641 Super Shell
Where "Service Is Ow Business

753-3226
-1.=Arr..

Eating Is A Family Affair

FRESHEST Bait Available In
•
The Lakes Area
Quality & Quantity Gudrenteed

6:30-11:00 Sun. thru Thurs.
6:30-1:00 Fri. Sat.

Hwy.641 South

753-9131
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cane-glass poles
The so-called,
-bank pole" is
the simplest kind of fishing
rod. Most are made of heavy
Calcutta case,some of metal,
and others of fiberglass.
One-piece poles are stocked
by many tackle shops, along
with two-and three-piece
poles, and those that
telescope. Sortie" baldt -poteti—
are mounted with tip tops; or
--lops- and -gnides,‘-tintl--some__have small cork handles built
In, along with simplified reels
filled with monofilament line.
Any of these still fishing rods
will do a job, and will be worth
whatever the fisherman pays
for one.
The best pole is the more
sophisticated model - a
telescoping fiberglass rod,
with a built-in reel and line:
The glass poles are light
resilient, cannot warp or bend,
and are long-lasting.
Bank poles come in various
lengths. Children do best with
short poles, 8 to 12 feet, while
adults can handle longer ones,
16 to 20 feet.
bait casting rods
The bait casing rod is used
with a revolving spool reel,
usually one having a levelwind mechanism that spools
the line evenly onto the reel. A

Ono-0..0C no

Our subject today concerns
two things primarily; both cif
which are things that continue
to plague four wheelers down
thru the ages. Getting stuck
has been refined, modified,
elevated into the utmost
long, light, whippy bait
furtherest degree of percasting rod is best for fishing
fection by the four wheeler.
with light line and light lures;
There is no halfway to this
a shorter, fairly stiff, "heavymatter. He uses Wale sense. At
action" rod best handles
that maybe he uses all that he
heavy line and lures.
has. There is no such thing as
Bait casting rods and reels
getting slightly stuck for a
provide great casting acfour wheeler. Its like being
curacy, 'allow very good
pregnant. Slightly is not a
"feerTi-itorking
relevant word.
are excellent in fighting
Our other subject by way of
hooked fish.
--introttacitaa pedarnis to a
Many tackle companies-certain Irish gentleman by the
make bait casting rods exname of Murphy. This
pressly designed for fishing_:_
esteemed old character was
with plastic worms. Such rods
one of the early fourwheelers,
are fairly stout, with actions
certainly in fiction if not
ranging from "medium" to
exactly in fact. Murphys
"medium
heavy," and
claim to fame rests alongside
popular lengths are 5A.-2 or 6
Ferrules or "joints" alter Newton, chicken little, and
feet.
the normal action of a single- possibly Einstein. Murphy
A light bait casting outfit
piece rod shaft, so-where was the one who observed the
would consist of a fast, freeaction is concerned - the fewer famous law that is forever
spool type reels on a 6 or 61
/
2 pieces the better; also, the engraved horribly on the
foot, light-tip action rod, and
more ferrules, the more a rod fourwheelers mind.
best line would be 6 to 10 lb.
weighs. However, the bait "Anything that can break...test. A medium outfit, for use
casting rod that breaks down
with lures around five-eights
The fourwheeler is a
into at least two pieces is
ounce, would include a rod 51
/
2 readily portable.
descendant of Daniel Boone.
or 6 feet, of either "medium"
A good bait casting rod has a His object is to leave the
or -medium heavy" action.
re,liable means of locking the common, the everyday, the
Matching line would test 12 to
reel to the Pbel seat. The bait easy, and to venture forth into
18 lbs. A heavy outfit, for lures
casting reel should readily fit the wilderness for a time. The
up to 2 ounces, would be a stiff,
into the rod's reel seat, and it success of the venture is
"heavy" action bait casting
should be possible to quickly, measured by the fact he inrod of 5 or 51
/
2 feet and line
easily, and solidly lock the tends to return. Laying aside
testing 15 to 25 lbs.
reel into place on the rod minor things such as death
from natural causes, getting
handle.
lost, or perhaps finding out
that Columbus was wrong (the

world is square) and driving
over tlir edge, there are two
things that are likely to stop a
four wheeler from his goal.
Number one is getting stuck;
number two is Murphy's law.
Consider. The proper way is
to be suspicious of any obstacle that looks impossible.
Walk ahead on foot. Test it. Is
it possible for the vehicle to
succeed? Lay a chunk or rock
at the precise place where it is
needed. Let the air down in the
tires. Check for what your
options are if you don't make_
it. Above all don't panic. If
nobody is looking you might
even consider a slight detour.
Lighten the vehicle by making
the rest of the folks get out and
stand where they can give you
an eyeball on what's going on.
Use all the previous store of
knowledge acquired in driving
your rig to carefully balance
the speed and traction to their
terrain. Right?
Here's what really happens.
You see the mudhole, the hill,
or whatever. Reason gives
way to blind faith. You
proceed like a kamikaze pilot
who receivtid the twapty-ninth
order of the black belt and
swallowed seventeen pounds
of opium for breakfast. Your
wife is white faced, the
bathroom suntan suddenly
gone, her mind frantically
groping at the words she uttered in that long ago
ceremony to see if the contract covers this kind of
situation. It has long been my
private opinion that the
marriage ceremony for four,

KENTUCKY HUNTING DATES
1977-78
Department of Fish and Wildlife Resources

The hot weather is still with
us and it looks like we may
suffer another week or two.
Fishing hasn't been that bad
though. Several nice stringers
of Sauger and White Bass
were taken last week by
various methods. The Black
Bass were less active but
some lunkers were caught on
artificial worms along dropoffs and submerged brush
piles close to the rocky banks.
Judy and I combined a
weekend of cemetery hunting
and- scouting for -"holding"
Black Bass on Lake Barkley.
We found several fish and they
were mighty picky about what
they wanted to hit. We would
catch one on a worm and then
have to go to a crank bait to
get another from the same
type structure. The largest
weighed 7 pounds even and
came from a dropoff fifteen
feet deep.
Most of the White Bass I saw
were taken by trolling the
deep points in Little River and
the Sauger were caught in Ky.
Lake, also by trolling, but on
the main river channel.
Both lakes are very clear
now because it has been
several days since it rained
and the wind has been calm.
This should put the fish into

the deeper water or shady
areas except when feeding. A
buzz type surface lure worked
in the backs of the shallow
coves does get some results in
the early morning and late
evening. Most of the Bass are
one to two pounda.Opt once in a
while' you can' findoa much
larger bass hi this Shiglow
water chasing minnows.
The Bluegill have moved
into deeper water to escape
the heat as well as the blinding
sunlight. Right now crickets
are the best live bait to use if
fished three to five feet deep in
submerged treetops and along
rocky banks.
I still like to use an
ultralight rod with the onesixteenth oz. black roostertail
spinner.
We should have another
hatch of willow flies soon since
the weather is so muggy. If
you can find a place where
they are gathering close to the
waters edge be sure and fish it
for bluegill anyway. Many
times Black Bass and Stripes
are also feeding on the Willow
flies but you don't notice them
like you would a Bluegill.
I fished the Donelson Creek
area Thursday until noon,
sith three gentlemen from
Belleville, Ill. They came

Lindsey's
Jewelers

down to try and raise a tew
Barkley "Hawgs" they had
heard so much about. Two of
the guys had their chance but
couldn't get the hook set. I
think the bass were hitting
short because each time the
worms were torn apart right
at the curve of the hook.
We found a good school of
minnows on the main lake but
there were no game fish
feeding on them. One of the
men said that fishing conditions were much the same
all over the -country -Ho
recently fished in four different states and only had fair
success in Arkansas.
It seems that the severe
winter we had has affected
every lake north of the Mason
Dixon line. The threadfin shad
population ,is almost zero. I
read a good article in The
Happy Hunting Ground
Magazine that explained- lotabout the loss of this im-.
portant fish throughout the
state of Ky. and I believe oarefforts are being made to
reestablish the threadfin as
quickly as possible since much
of Kentucky's tourist trade
depends on good fishing
waters.
Take a youngster fishing
this week and enjoy it.
Happy Fishing.

Species

O'pens

Closes
'

Sguiriel

Aug 20. 1977
Nov. 17. 1977
Dec. 6. 1977

Oct. 31, 1977
Dec. 2. 1977
Dec. 31.1977

RabBit

Nov. 17, 1977
Dec. 6, 1977

•

Quail

Nov 11,, 1977
Dec 6, 1977,

Dec. 2, 1977
Feb. 2a, 1978

(..irotise

Nov 17, 1977
Dec 6. 1977

Dec. 2. 1977
Feb. 25, 1978

1)eer-Cion
(White tailed only)

•
Nov 12. 1977
Dec 3, 1977

Nov. 14, 1977
Dec. 5. 1977

Deer-Bow

t l,1977
Dec 10, 1977

Nov. II, 1977
Dec 31, 1977

Forbearers-trapping

Nov. 17. 1977
Dec 6,1977

Dec- 2. 1977
Jar) 31,1978

Forbearers-other
methods

Nov 17, 1977
Dec 6. 1977

Dec 2 1977
Jan 31.1978

Limit

Possession
Limit

6

12

•

Dec. 2, 1977Jan. 31, 1978

12

1 PER YEAR

1, 1977

Falconry

Frogs

mly 35. 1977

•

NO LIMITS

•

1 raccoon per hunter; no
more than 3 per party of
3 or more hunters while
• hunting

extends throeigh .
regular season
for species
hunted

Same limits as may
• be taken by other
methods
30

15

Oct 31. 1977

CHECK COMPLETE RE(K11 \ 1 IONS BEFORE 'HUNTING Waterfowl and dove seasons to be bet
Department of Fish mid Wildlife ReS011f,r-s
Capital Plata Tower
Frankfort. Kelliticky 40601
(502) 564-4336

Five Points
AMOCO

--Outdoorsmen:

)
(nue.

1

spry

114 S. 5*

Money,ky.

•rvi

Open 7 Days A Week

Five Points

8 a. m. - 10:00 p. m.

Murray, Ky. 42071
753-9189

Hwy. 641 So.

733-16411

Sporting Goods Dept.
All merchondlise soli et &scowl pfices
1.

Fishing beide
Camping Equipment
Boating Accessories
Guns & Ammo
or Sao- lkilint54491

Vernon's C
WESTERN STORE

hIppaiewa

A Resod Termer
Of 161114 Clokk
White, replaced by Earl M.
Thomas.
Some airectors retired
because of age or health;
some quit to take better jobs.
Some had been directors for
many years; others had
hardly begun. Some left under
political fire, refusing to
compromise
their
professional standards. Of the
r'ia. Dr. b. Earle Frye, new directors, 'me are
replaced by Robert Brantley; political appointees with little
.1ohn McGuire,replaced by conservation mileage. Others
Dr. David Kenney; Kan. are old pros of deep exRichard Wettersten, replaced perience.
by Jerry Conley; Md. Ralph
In most cases, however, this
Bitely, replaced by Bernard turnover indicates that state
Halle; Mass. Colton Bridges, conservation directors have
replaced by Matthew Con- short official lives. Small
nolly; Minn. Milo Casey, wonder that many highly
replaced by David Vesall;' qualified professionals are
Miss. Avery Wood, replaced reluctant to accept directors'
by Joe Stone; Mont. Wesley appointments — for it too
Woodgerd,replaced by Robert often means premature death
Wambach; Neb. Willard for their careers.
Barbee, replaced by Eugene
The strongest and most
Mahoney; N. C. Clyde Patton, stable conservation agencies
replaced by Robert Hazel, usually have directors of long
Okla. I. H.Standefer, replaced tenure. For example, in
by George Wint, Ore. John Illinois, where unbridled
McKean,replaced by Dr. John politics have weakened
Donaldson; S. D. John 2onservation programs, there
Popowski, replaced by Jack have been seven conservation
Merwin; Utah John Phelps, iirectors in eight years. In
replaced by Donald Smith, contrast, neighboring
Wash. Carl Crouse, replaced Missouri's
world-famous
by Ralph Larson, W. Va. Ira conservation department has
Latimer, replaced by David had only three directors in the
Callaghan; Wyo. James B. past 40 years.
One of the interesting items
emerging 'from the recent
North American Wildlife and
Natural Resources Conference was the fact that 17
state wildlife agency directors
left their jobs in 1976.
The record turnover of state
conservation directors included:

Buy the famous Iles?! N gone. Bee en0 receive veer FRIFF choice of SS.OS
retail Fish Fillet
S poi, of socks it SSIS cosh!
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Fishing, Camping,4and Hunting Equipment
Hunting & Fishing licenses

Phone 753-8322

Prompt, Efficient Service
Is Our

Sportsman's Special
1111r til

Another weekend of camping was enjoyed by the
members of the Twin Lakers t-Good Sam Club of Murray at
the Paris Landing KOA
Kampground, Route One,
Springville, Tn., during the '
weekend of July 15, 16, and 17.
The group held a potluck
supper on Saturday night with
Ned and Beth Wilson as the
wagonmasters.
golfing,
Swimming,
walking, etc., were features of
the weekend.
Ned Wilson, president,
presided •otAbitbusiness
meeting held Saturday
following the potluck supper.
Beth Wilson, secretary- :
treasurer, gave her reports.
Guests for the weekend
were Hugh and LaRue
Wallace. Members attending
were John and Joan Bowkero:c -- B. C. and Orpha Grogan,.:i
Jimmy, Marilyn, Gina, and.:.
Cheryl Herndon, C. W., Dot;
and Evon Jones, Ned and Beth
Wilson, and Charlie, Gayle,
Angel, and Melissa Adams.

Check the values in
our Sporting Goods Dept

the Comoi:s

Uncle Jeff's

Ikklo &rpm!

Sportsmen

at it-lc:Hear, 1#

We have a rugged watch that
will meet your needs.Come
in and see our line of
Seiko watches

wheelers should include the
words for "better or worse...even
fourwheelers."
Presto you are stuck!
Now you are supposed to get
out, calmly survey the
situation, possibly take a
highlift and get some solid
material under at least some
of the wheels. Above all don't
panic.
You force the shift lever into
reverse, grinding six pounds
of gears, and fry the clutch
when you release it with the
accelerator pressedflat on the
floor. After doing this
procedure for some eleven
times you have moved forward four inches, backward
five inches, and Downward
thirty-six,- utches. __Daniel
Boone would be proud of you.
While the Indians are scalping
you, he can proceed onward.
Now you do get out. You
couldn't afford a winch. You
left the jack at home. You can
still let the air out of the tires
but this doesn't seem to be
advisable because none of
them is within six inches of the
ground. They are all sitting in
pools of instant and mud
syrup. You decide to call for
help on the CB radio It sounds
like chicken little after the
acorn hit.
You remember the one time
In the last nine years when you
almost gave up and then
poured everything you could
into the machine and it came
out on its own. (You likewise
seem to overlook the one
hundred and seventy-nine
times that this failed.) Back
you go into the drivers seat.
The fine perfume of burned
clutch, scorched rubber, oil,
gasoline, metallic fragments,

steam from the radiator rises
above the scene.
Murphy arrives. Kerplunk.
Congratulations friend. You
shall reap a bountiful harvest.
Fortunately it is less than a
days walk to help. It is less
than thirty one days to the
repair bill.
It is less than one hundred
days until your wife will
condescend to speak to you
again. Your pride is now soft
but it will recover.
Learning is a slow process.
HAPPY
FOUR
WHEELING.

BusineS'S-

UTSON
Chemical Co.
Inc.

rillizer

erraqk
kx0et)y.:ItitiltottNts

•

?WU/

Thornton
Body
Shop

3
F.

24 Hour Vvi ecker Service
2112 Coldwater Rd. Murray, Ky.

Days 753-7404
Nights 753-2486
-104 Nallregfe•YOtte-0/1
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ADVERTISING
DEADLINES

6 Help Wanted
experienced
WANTED
mechanic. Contact 0. L.
Mathis, Service
Manager at Dwain
Taylor Chevrolet, 7532617.

WATKINS
FOR
Contact
Products.
Holman Jones, 217 South
13th. phone 753-3128.

All display ads,
classified displays
and regular display,
must be submitted
by 12 noon, the day
before publication.
All
reader
classifieds must be
submitted by 12 noon
the day
before
publication.

WANTED
SOCIAL
Security widow to clean •
trailer 2-3 times a
month. J. Stafford, call
436-2366.

5 lost And Found
LOST SMALL KEYS
belonging to child's
camping footlocker, if
found please call 7534412.

DIVORCE EVIDENCE,
missing persons, child
custody, etc. Gibson
Detective
County
Agency. Write to: Box
303•58.
Nights after 7 p.m. 7539514.
*MANS, 15:4. "For
u•hatsoever things were
Tritten aforetime were
Written for our learning,
that
we
through
patience and comfort of
the scriptures might
have hope." We invite
you to our bible study,
Friday evenings nondenominational affiliated with God only.
For further information
753-0984.
COLOR PORTRAITS,
bring us yours for extra
copies. Made from any
size into any size.
Wallets low as 24 cents,8
x 10 $2.40. Fast service.
Artcraft, 118 South 12th,
753-0035. Free parking
lot, use our rear entrance.

WATCHMAN
NIGHT
includes light janitorial
duties. Inquire at Boone
Cleaners. ,.

LOST

OFFICE AND COUNTER
clerk personnel needed.
Boone
at
Inquire
Cleaners.

Dog
A white and brown
short-haired. _inix_e_d
breed dog, ap_proximately 1 year
Old. Lost in the
vicinity of the New
Providence (lurch
of Christ Road. If
seen please call 7537618 after 5:30 p.m.

FULLY EXPERIENCEO_
body and paint man.
-Pay based On, Commission. Management:
opportunity may be
open in near future.
Management pay also
based on commission
Call for appointment or
W.
Gary
contact
Thomas at Cadiz Body
Shop, Highway 68 East.
Phone 522-9990 or 5223927.

6 Help Wanted

WANTED
Waitresses
and
Dilliwashers

JANITOR and orderly 7
to 3 shift. Apply in
person, Fern Terrace,
1-505- Stadium View
Drive. -

Apply in
Person or
Call

THE
FOR
WORK
FASTEST growing
remodeling company in
West Ky. Year round
work for qualified
people. Apply in .person
Roy Harmon's Carpenter Shop, South 4th
Street, next to Murray
Drive In Theatre.

759-1114
for an
appointment

SALES
CAREER

Majestic
Steak House

We are manufacturers
speciality
of
chemicals for the industrial, institutional
commercial
and
markets.

WANTED. Cleaning help
‘2 day weekly. Call 7534607.

Pius
Hwy.641 N.

If you are a hard
worker with a strong
desire to succeed,
pales experience op%tonal) we will invest
Our time and money to
belp you become sucOessful.
•
fringe
Excellent
benefits. $250 to $350
Weekly draw and inientives
against
fibers'commission.

Send Resume to:

SELTA FOREMOST
IMEMICAL P. 0. Box

30310, Memphis, Term.
38130
itn Equal Opportunity
Employer

MOKNBUCKLE Barber
Open 8-1 Monday
tand Tuesday. Closed
:Wednesday. ThursdaySaturday 8-3. Hair cut
i$1.35. Shave $1.00.
*HAT WE do best is
Needline, 753-6333.
*DNA AND GLEN Jones
mowing
not
are
;Palestine Cemetery this
year.
p- •
01.ASS •WORK, mirrors,
aluminum store fronglass,
3s, -redo
,plexiglase, plate, win'dew khhta-arterglass
showcases. M and G
Glass,
:Complete
.Dixieland Center, 753:0180.
Os

FISHER PRICE TOYS, A
division of the Quaker
Oats Company is lie-cepting .rapplications
from LPNS and RNS
interested in a temporary position as industrial nurse. Outstanding working hours
and fringe benefits,
including profit sharing.
Apply in person to John
Warren, Personnel
Manager, Fisher Price
Toys, Murray, Ky. or
call 502-753-0450. Equal
opemployment
portunity employer.
NOW ACCEPTING applications for maids,
and
clerks,
desk
maintenance. Regal 8
Inn, Murray, Ky. Apply
in person.

EXWANTED
PERIENCED clean-up
man. Apply Scott Edwards Used Cars, North
Main, Benton, Ky. 5279870.

HELP
WANTED
Pagliai's
Pizza
Personal ifiterviee only Must
be 111 years of oqe or over

510 Main
10 Business Opportunity
MONEY TO LEND.6 per
cent simple interest on
large farm-business
loans, signature loans.
Call 502-885-1795 between 5 and 9 p.m.
14 Want To Buy

FULL TIME saleslady,
age 25-50. For locally
owned retail store
downtown. Experience
preferred, but will train.
No Sunday work.'Apply
age,
giving
by
education, .marital
status, experience and 2
character references in
own handwriting to Box
144, Murray, Ky. All
correspondence confidential.
$200 WEEKLY POSSIBLE stuffing envelopes. Send a selfaddressed
stamped
envelope to Fischer
Enterpriies, Box 127,
Eureka, South Dakota
674371-

-Blondre
rioSEL.IG Twis
)
oaiG,r4A- ETON OF

STARCRAFT pop up
camper in excellent
condition. Call 753-4487.
TOBACCO scaffolds. Call
753-2987.
WANT TO BUY used air
conditioner. Call Dill
Electric, 753-9104 or 7531551.
WOULD LIKE to buy
registered wire haired
Fox Terrier puppy. Call
753-5669.
15 Articles For Sale
TOBACCO AND .tomato
sticks, 13 cents each.
Call489-2126 -or-435420,kOw DO vOU KNOW
THAT S6NATURE
SIGN
is
AUTHENTIC

AKESPEARE Py4.Y5

f?

15 Articles For Sale
MAKE BEATEN down
carpet nap at doorways
bright and fluffy again
with Blue Lustre, Big K,
Shopping
Air
Bel
Center.
10112 GREEN shag rug.
$25.
good condition.
Call 753-0797.
TWO BAR STOOLS,
black naugahyde with
chrome. Like new. $30.
Call 753-6213.

15 Art, cles For Sale
EARLY AMERICAN sofa
and chair, bedroom
I suite, one black and
white T.V., Two 9 x 12
braided rugs, one El
Dorado mans suit, size
40 long. Call 77594093
after 5.
SEARS HEAVY DUTY
washing machine. Lady
Kenmore. Approximately 1 to 1`rh4
years old. 18 lb.
Capacity. ;200. Call 4362305.

SHINGLES $13.50 sq. Roll
roofing
$6.50 ea" 15 lb' OAK AND HICKORY
felt $5.00. Plywood 3/4"
seasoned tobacco sticks
at $9.00. 2 x 4's at 65 _ far, sale. Call 901-2473318.
Cerits
eli. Paneling 4 x -11sheets
_ over
_ 80 selections
,
• •
starting at 8215 ea •
FIVE H. P: riding lawn
Wood'Spindles at5 cents
mower. CL 70 Honda;
.per
inch.
Paint.
1973 Baracuda, 1961
Styofoam insulation Ford 2 ton truck. All in
'2" aid 1" 4 x 8 sheets.
good condition. Call 492Doors starting at $5.00
8877.
ea. Bathroom vanities
and wall board. Tomato
1.8'"x 12' used tile. Call
stakes at 6 cents per ft.
753-0005.
New shipment of safes
from $25.00 and up. Used
BIRCH BASE cabinets
office desks starting. at
with bookshelves. Call
$40.00, used office chairs
759-1156.
starting at $10.00. Steel
pipe several sizes at 15
NOW.
cents a lb. Closet cedar 4 ,AVAILABLE
All
foam.
Urethane
x 8 sheets for $3.75 to
Cut
densitieg.
all
sizes,
$6.00. Fiberglass at 1Z
to ycidi• specs. West Ky.
cents to 27 cents per sq.
Cabinet Co., 1203 Story
ft. for green houses,
Avenue. 753-6767.
patios, carports, skirting for average trailer
$60.00. Ross & Tuck
Salvage Mdse. Inc. P.O.
Box 88 Martin,Tn. 38237,
phone 901-587-2420. Open
on Sat. until 3:00.
ANTIQUES, oak furniture, lamps, china,
glass, also junk at Paris
Landing Country Store,
Highway 119, across
from Paris Landing
Park. Open 7 days a
week. Until 8 p.m.
AIR COMPRESSORS.
Dill Electric, 753-9104.
PEA SHELLERS by
Magic Fingers. Shells 2
bushels an hour, $9.88.
Wallin Hardware, Paris,
Tenn.

Li] Abner
'

REN1ED
C

4F•o• cxr501,4-

To SO< JAPANESE
MOTHERS'THEY

EACH PAylm&
ME $550•....__

DUI; MRS
FLINTNOSETHERE was

maRety
Fax* FOR
ME

1131111.111111
190 GLASTAR Runabout
Boat. 65 H. P. $1000.00.
Call 354-8052,
SAILBOAT IRWIN
Yachts, AMF Alcort,
Venture, Sizzler. See at
Ky.LakeSails,Highway
62, Calvert City, Ky.
Phone 1-395-7844 or 1362-8585.
151
/
2
' MFG fiberglass
Runabout, 100 h. p.
Mercury outboard, tilt
trailer, with 2 gas tanks
and depth finder. Nelson
E. Burton, 901-2324377.
BASS
BOAT,
1974
Challenger 15' 1".
Bronze with silver metal
flake. 115 Horse- Metcury with trim tilt.
Silver troll 12-24 trolling
motor, locator, airiated
live well, built -in gas
tank. On custom trailer.
Priced for quick sale.
Call 753-8992 after 5.
14' FIBERGLASS
Rtmabout. With 50 h. p.
Mercury. Tape player,
trailer and 2 sets of skis.
$700. Call 753-8301 .days,
753-0825 night.
MARLIN SKI boat and
135 H. P. motor. Extra
sharp: Can. 7534571.20" GIRLS bicycle and
mini bike. Call 753-8978.

16 Home Furnishings
BROWN AND BEIGE
couch and chair. Excellent condition. Maple
end tables. Call 753-4487.
SOLID OAK chifferobe,
excellent condition. Call
753-0212.
FOR SALE GE Deep
Freeze, practically new.
Call 753-1970.

MEM=
ELECTROLUX SALES
and service. Call Tony
Montgomery. 753-6760
day or night.
18.Sewing

COMPLETE NEEDLE
CENTER. House of
Thousands in Fox
GE AIR conditioner,
Meadows, South 16th.
18,000 BTU. $150. Call
209 Colors of Pater753-7523.
. nayan needlepoint
yarns, 9 cents strand or
ounce (of
$1.70
one
PORTA CRIB, play pen,
colon. 129 colors Elsa
infant tub, and walker.
Williams crewel emGood condition. Call 753broidery . yarns. Com8257.
plete color line of
Columbia Minerva 4 ply
CUB CADET, 14 h. p.
yarns, Hardanger and
Hydrostatic drive,
Aida cloth for counted.
power lift. Includes 48
thread
embroidery.
in. mower with 2 sets of
Three
types
linen on.
blades,
tiller
atbolts. Complete line
tachment, 5 cubic ft.
latch hook rug patterns
cart and harrow. Exand yarns. Kits and
cellent condition. Call
complete line of ac- 489-2643 or 489-2644.
ressories for each
needle art or needle
GRFENHOUSE -work. 15 ' per cent
Beautiful 12 x 12 reddiscount for senior
wobd and fiberglass
lessons in
greenhouse.. Adjustable
all
citizneeensdleFareerts.
redwood slat shelves,
automatic ventilation,
19. Farm Equipment
heaters, and many
1970 OLIVER TRACTOR,
extras. See at 206
19501'Series dual wheel;
College Ct. or phone 76718' Hydraulic fold
6256.
Krouse disc. 1968 model
45 John Deere combine
OAK BARRELS, meat
with bean header, In,
slicer, food steamer, hot
ternational 5 bottom
dog cooker, draft box,
plow, 1966 Ford truck
glass mugs, beer lights,
with grain bed and hoist.
black and white TV. Call
1,p70 Dodge 4 wheel
436-2533.
drive, 1 ton truck ,with
g.-ain bed. Three fuel
LARGE SWEET corn,
tanks,
one electric
also tame plums and
pump, one hand pump,
apples. call Floyd
- comiiLi ,-751-4725.
pressor, 3 point hitch
sprayer, 3000 Ford
OORRO‘..iED
diesel tractor with plows
K?' EtALi_-PONT PF_N
and
bush hog, 18 foot
IT!
, TO SIGN
rotary hoe, John.Deere 4
row drill. Call 753-4487
after 5 p. rn.

L

TD 18 International
Dozer. New steering
clutches, rebuilt
hydraulic pump and
cylinders. Call 1-8983429.

KEEP T3-/E 4.500,

20 Sport'- Equipment

FORKI.IFT attachment
for Case 580 backhoe,
possibly others. Never
used but some rust. Call
753-4065.
1964 CHEVY grain truck
with. hoist, new tires.
Call 435-4200 after 5 p.
m.
FERGUSON pony tractor
484geweAtt:4111
753-8056.

TOMATO JUICERS, no
pre cooking, no pealing.
Does a bushel in 30
minutes. $19.88. Wallin
Hardware, Paris.
27 Mobile Home Sales
FOR SALE - 1965
Windsor. Good condition. Lots of cabinets
and large closets, solid
walnut paneling. Most
furniture including
washer and dryer to
stay. Call 753-9785 after 4
1974 12 X 60 MOBILE
home. ynderpinned,
excellent
condition.
Take over payments
plus $1,000. Call 753-1608.
TRAILER 8x35 on lot 100
x 150 with septic tank
and deep well. Located
at Crappie Hollow
Shores. $1509.00aor will
trade for truck with life
model camper. Contact
at Lakeview Trailer
Court No. 1, Buchanan,
Tenn.
1974 DOUBLE WIDE 3
bedroom mobile home.
In Riviera Cts., Partially furnished. Phone
`7,62-21196gaya or 753-6776
after 5:30 p. m.
1974 BAYWOOD mobile
home. Gas heat, 2
bedroom,2 bath, 12 x 65.
Call 753-8030 after 5.

SHEATER BOAT with 33
h. p. motor. Depth
finder, trolling' motor,
CB radio with antenna. 10 x 56 TRAILER with 2
lots near Blood River
Call 492-8898.
dock. Asking $4600. Call
COMPOUND BOW, 50-60
436-2563.
lb. pull. Shot about 150
times. Call 753-6468.
12x50 2 BEDROOM
furnished
completely
23 CHANNEL Base radio ,and underpinned. Real
with 40 ft. Stardust
bargain. See at Riviera
antenna, $75. Also 14'
Cts. or call 753-3280
aluminum fishing boat,
before 5 or 436-5524 after
$50. Call 753-5076.
6.
JOHNSON base station,
$80. T200, T300 tennis
rackets,$20. and $25. 17'
astroglass with 115
Mercury, fully equipped
with Star custom trailer.
Camper top, $30. Call
753-3632.
ONE 3 speed Schwinn
boys bicycle. One 20"
Sears boys bicycle, one
20" unicycle. Call 7531619.
RALEIGH Grand Prix
231
/
2" 10 speed bicycle.
$85. Call 753-6809.

12x58 -NEW MOON, 3
bedroom, underpinned,
all electric. Call 7539829.
MOBILE HOME 10 x 52
Vindale air conditiOned
and furnished. Nice.
Price $2750. Call 7532762.
1976 14 x 52 New Moon
mobile home. Extra
nice. Party is moving.
Call 753-4034.
MOBILE HOME for sale,
1973, all electric 12 x 55.
Call 489-2184 after 7 p.
M.

RESPONSIBLE PARTY
to assume monthly
payments on like new
Wurlitzer organ. J and B
Music, 753-7575.
1976 STORY and Clark
piano. Call 753-9549
before 2:30 p. m.
FARFISA mini-compact
oigan plus Bassman 50
amp. Both for $350. Call
evenings,753-9309.
23.EAterminating

7

FREE 1
Termite
Inspection

IPA
AvoidCCelrtl
o iyedllate lepairs

Kelly's Termite
& Pest Control
Ilse* essorisi
epstotal eye. 91
sews. N. no sip soy aswisied sod 0111
Is limisisid.

100South 13th St.
Phone 753-3914
Roaches,Sliver Fish
and Shrubs

k.

24 Miscellaneous

29 Mobile Home Rentals
8

X 411 TRAILER, 2
bedroom on 94 East. 00
month. Call 753-4055.

MOBILE HOMES kind
mobile home spaces for
rent, at Riviera Courts.
Call 753-3260.
30 Business Rentals
OFFICE SPACE Consisting of 2 rooms and
bath, central heat and
air. Phone 753-3744 days
or 753-0614 nights.

CCM=

FOUR ROOM HOUSE,
hot and cold water, no
pets. Call 492-8360 after 5
p. m.
NEW COUNTRY home
for rent in New Concord
area. Three bedroom.
Call 436-2527.
Supplies

37 Livestock

TWO POLLAND China
brood sows.Farrow first
of August. Call 489-2417.
READY TO SHOW
SHARP 1974 AQHA
gelding, professionally
trained;
1964
TB
gelding, show hunter,
17'1"; 1971 TB gelding.
gray 16': Phone 5024217704.
38. Pets

Supplies

DOG FOR SALE:Cocker
Spaniel puppies. AKC
registered. Wormed.
Shots, $100. Call 901-6426318.
AKC REGISTERED
miniature Dachshund
puppies. Four males, 2
females. $80 each. Call
7534030.
40 Produce
CORN for-sate.--Call 1531861.
NEW WHITE potatoes,
$5.00 a bushel. Call 7530264 or 489-2310 after
7:30 p. m.
41,Public Sales
YARD SALE, Friday and
Saturday. Trailer No. 37
Riviera Ct. 8:30 to?'
BARGAIN
SALE,
blender, mixer, clothes,
(Maternity, kids,
mens), table, chairs,
carpet, wallpaper,
camera, more. Sherwood Forest, Friday
3:00 p. m. til dark, plus
Saturday.
YARD SALE, 4 party,
Friday and Saturday.
614 Hurt.

WANT TO RENT possibly buy lot or acre
or two in the country,
with water and sewage.
Call 753-7612.
RETIRED couple with
two children wish to rent
3 bedroom house in
country. Reliable
references. Call 7535743:
LOCAL FAMILY must
find two bedroom house
to rent, by end of July.
Can supply references
and do all repairs.
Would prefer home in
country. PLEASE CALL
762-2154 days 753-4557
after 5 p. m.

4

337 N.Poplat-Ineniun

QUALITY
REALTY
527-1488 0 153-9631
DARRELL DOPE ARDOR

3-102 ACRE TRACT. Good
level building site,
sowed down in per- .
manent pasture.
Situated on the West '
side of US-641, 5 miles
south of'Murray. Call •
STINSON REALTY,
753-3744.
WE HAVE listed some
choice water front
property. The water ,
front lots are on- themain body of the lake. Each has good--access.;
Lots are restricted to;
homes only. Each are:
reasonably priced.
Also, nine acres at:
Cypress Creek. This:
tract has a large amount
of frontage on the lake. •,•
This has many good building sites. John C.
Neubauer, Realtor, 505
Main St., Murray. 7537531 or 753-0101 or call
Pam Rodgers 753-7116.
NEW LISTING - Three
bedroom, 11
/
2 bath brick
house at 1517 Glendale.
This home is extremely
economical to cool and
heat and you would be
quite surprised at the
low utility bills. Owners
moving out of state and
home will be available
for immediate oc-,
cupancy. Priced to sell
fast at under $30,000.
Phone
KOPPERUD..
REALTY 753-1222 for
more information on
this.
78 ACRE FARM just
with
aplisted
proximately 62 tendable
acres. Also 25 ACRES
just listed with over 1300
feet of highway frontage
add priced at $15,000.
KOPPERUD
Phone
REALTY, 753-1222 for
good Old Fashioned
Personal Service.

43 Real [slate
INVEST TODAY- Block
building Suitable for
clean-uft shop, trailers
and apartment for
rental income. . . 110'
road frontage in the city.
.. For more information
call LORETTA JOBS
REALTORS at 753-1492.
FARMS FOR SALE: 128
acres -2-wells,-eld-staek-barn, several springs.
Priced at less than $400
per acre. 77 acres,
mostly timber, near Ky.
Lake. Asking $23,500 but
will consider reasonable
bid. 46 acres, on good
road, pretty building
spots. Reduced to
$16,000.•70 acres located
in McCracken County.
Good blacktop road,
several acres Wadable.
$35,000.
10
acres
overlooking watershed
lake. Beautiful building
place. Roberts Realty,
414 S. 12th, 753-1651.

31. Want To Rent

CUSTOM MATTRESS
made any size for, antique beds or csrapirs.
Buy direct and save on
32 Apartments For Rent
all n:
r ttresses,
FURNISHED
ljealtho
ic or foam.
FICIENCY apartment
Also see their elegant
one. Call 753-7575 or
for
gallery of furnitur-e,
753-0669.
Bamboo, Wicker and
Brass. WISES WEST 34 Houses For Rent
KY. MATTRESS AND
FURNITURE
1136 TWO BEDROOM house,
in Hardin. Stove and
• South 3rd, Paducah.
refrigerator furnished.
Phone 1-443-733.
Call 7534661.
FOR SALE: used Early
BEDROOM
American sofa and THREE
brick,extra nice,/
1
2 mile
chair.
Needs
$
reupholstering. 25
from
Murray. See
-14544217- -after _.
w
ert-4
=5
.-

Hr3"

34 Houes For Rent

NEED SOME great -R
and R"? Letais show you
quality home near Ky.
Lake. Located in Mother
Natures finest setting. A
short 40 minute drive
from Murray to this
Paradise. MM Realtor,
1-362-4758 or 1-442-8224.

GATESBOROUGH
HOME featuring 4
bedrooms, 2 baths,
with
family room
fireplace, formal dining
room, electric heal
pump and wooden deck.
Home is practically new
and located on large lot.
Priced in the 50's. Phone
KOPPERUD REALTY,
753-1222,_ We
are
Murray's
fastest
growing realty.
PRICE
JUST
REDUCED, $1400 on
this immaculate 3
bedroom, 2 bath home
which has recently been
redecorated throughout.
An abundance of closets,
spacious garage, a large
backyard with patio are
only, a few features of..
this attractive home.
Priced at just $34,500.-.
Phone
KOPPERUD
REALTY, 753-1222 for
courteous and competent Real Estate
Service.

South 12th at Sycamore
TELEPHONE 753-1051

There Are Exactly
7 days in a week
4 ways in a cold tablet
SO ways to leave your lover
and
1 chance to buy this 3 bedroom frame home. Living room
with riming area,2 car garage plus storage. Near shopping
centers. Don't miss your chance, let us show you this
. home today!

753-1492
1200 Sycamore
After Hours

lotglIA Job* - 7S3-4079

Payne - 75.1474M
1.10Finr44f4-

Alt
•

PAW il

TIM IAONBAY,

LBW;Taiijihrdigaikailt77,

UKE BARKLEY
PROPERTIES
Two bedroom corner
lot, aluminum siding.
Price $14,000.
Three bedroom on
wooded, lot, lakeview,
$29,500.
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Three bedroom and 2
acres of nicely wooded
land,$30,000.
Executive 2 bedrooff,
2 fireplaces, 2200 ft. of
gracious living apace.
$65,000.
Exclusive Watt for.

comma ma and
SWIIRLASTUM- SP_1111$1-gUbdiV116211.
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Many waterfront and
lakeview lots.
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WITH A LITTLE elbow

grease, this older
story home will make
rental
excellent
property. Nice corner
lot. Near downtown
shopping. Waldrop Real
Estate, 206 S. 4th, 7535646 after hours, 753-7249
or 753-0686.
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753-1212

FOR SALE by owner. 2
bedroom mobile home
unfurnished except
stove and refrigerator.
Washer & dryer connections in use now. One
large 12' x 12' storage
building insulated and
lined, one 5' x 8' steel
storage shed. All on four
nice lots 100' x 220. Just
3 minutes away from
lake. Excellent well and
septic system. Under
$8,000.00. Call 753-5352
anytime.
COLES CAMPGROUND
ROAD - 4 year old
brick veneer with 3
bedrooms, family kitchen, central air, gas
heat, carpeting and
drapes throughout.
Carport. Very comfortable living and
modestly priced at
$27,900. Call or come by
105 N. 12th, BOYD
MAJORS
REAL
ESTATE, 753-8080.

Wilson
Insurance and Rea;
Estate Agency, Inc
202 Sew* 41/6 Shaw
Phase 733-3243 .

REDUCED, FANTASTIC
BUY at new price,
•$27,500. Three bedroom
brick and bath, with
dining room and aton
garage
tached
beautiful shaded lot.
With plum trees and 12 a
15 storage building, near
MSU at 1631 Olive.
Contact Guy Spann
Realty, 901 Sycamore,
753-7724.
44 Lots For Sale
LOTS,
average dimensions are
100' x 380'. Your choice
of five (5) foi $2,750
each. Located on the
East_ side of US-641, 5
mi. South of Murray.
Call STINSON REALTY
CO., phone 753-3744.

BUILDING

BEAUTIFUL wooded lot
next to Oaks Country
Club, approximately
240'x300'. Call 753-4080.
45 Farms For Sale
30 ACRE farm, 2 miles
from city limits. Four
bedroom ranch home.
Outbuilding. Call 7532400.
FOR SALE - 49 ACRE FARM
aid u clew awl aleatinese
skied borne that foaterits 4
bedrooms, 7 bob, dee with
weathers* stove, kitchen
with dishwasher, Woe Witty
we., aid ether eke Neter...
20-25 ewes is epee, geed fencos, adequate sleek wator,
sew 30 s SO tool dad. 132
feet tieep 4 loch drilled well,
sad other 'sights out.
buildings. Paved read splits
the property Aid reoW
maim it easy to sell off part
of sump If se desired. CALL
753-4434, to see this property
located 2 ales east of Mister
ea Ifighway 1344. Marva,
Trevethat & Gum Really In.

46. Homes For Sale
TWO BEDROOM frame
home for sale. Located
in Pine Bluff Shores
Subdivision near New
Concord, Ky. Some
.finish work needed, low
down payment and will
r finance balance. To see
call John Jones at 502442-7368.
OWNER
BY
3
Gatesborough
bedrooms, 2 baths, 8
large closets. Extra
large kitchen, big lot on
dead end street. Call 7533459.
FOUR ROOMS plus bath
and sun room. House
nice inside and out. Four
• miles out South 121. Call
753-7948.
MIAT SELL- by owner.
Nice 3 bedroom cottage,
close to lake with
sfabve,
fireplace,
refrigerator, wall to
wall shag carpeting.
Reduced to $14,500. Call
762-4288 or 753-6274 after
5 p. m.

*Watch Repair and Jewelry Repair
*Stone Setting
*Prompt Service

Furches Jewelry
753-2835

113 S.4th

-

3E1'X 10

FOR SALE by owner, 2
bedroom home 2 blocks
from University. Call
753-7501.

1972 YAMAHA 80, electric
start, excellent shape,
$235. 1972 Vega, new
clutch, $425 Double
oven gas range, $120
Call 753-5206

BEAUTIFUL HOME on
71
/
2 acres, lovely woods,
1000 commercial white
pines, near Ky. Lake.
Heating, fireplace and
electric heat. Ideal for
retirement, by owner.
Call 437-4338.

1968 CAMARO needs
work. Call 767-2512
between Sand 7p. m.
50 Campers
1972
SALE:
FOR
Chevrolet motor home.
Sleeps 6. 15 ft. boat, 411
h.p. motor and trailer.
Call 435-4317.

HOUSE, BARN and
garden spot. Located on
Highway 80 at corner of
Wadesboro Rd. $21,500.
Call 437-4783.

1972 CAMPER trailer, 20
_ ft.. Sleeps Aix, Good
er* condition. Call 753-7219.

l

15 IT SENATOR. INFLATION,
ENERG`(,"THE M1179LE EAST,
BEDROGINITHE 13-1 130MI3ER 5ACCHARN?"

THREE
BRICK home, living
room with fireplace,
den, dining room, kitchen, 2 baths, 2 car
garage, air conditioned.
electric heat, drapes
and carpet. 400 South
11th. Call 753-4904.

49 Used Cars & Trucks
1976 280Z, 27,000 miles.

Automatic. Loaded. Air
conditioner, louvers,
honeycomb wheels. AMFM. Call 435-4455 after
6.

49 Used Cars & Trucks
1972 CHEVY CUSTOM
Impala. Low miles. Like
new. Must see to appreciate. Call after 4,
753-2858.

1977 TRAVEL trailer 22'
Coachman. Air, awning,
and TV antenna. Self
contained. Call 753-8940.
51 Services Offered

51 Services Offered

51 Services Offered

49. Used Cars fa Trucks

HOUSE AND 20 acres, 2
1
2
.
storY..._ 4 bedroom. 2/
bath, living room,
family study dining
•1971 t, una•ci c•••,./ SYnd.•10
kitchen, utility
breezeway, game room
and garage. Highway ly414
121 South. Call 436-21181HE

•

--

-

M

46. Homes for Sale

43 Real Estate

43 Real Estate

-

INSULATION BLOWN in
by Sears save on these
high heat and cooling
bills. Call Doug Taylor
at 753-2310 for free
estimates.

YOUNGBLOOD Roofing,
.,or roof repair. Built up
roofing, residential and
General
commercial.
carpenter work. Call
436-2712 after 6 p.m.

PROFESSIONAL carpet DOZER WORK,all kinds.
Call Lyons Brothers,
and furniture cleaning.
,..,/inunie 759-1062 or L. W.
Servicemaster
offers
(Dub) 474-2264.
steam or dry foam
method. Servicemaster
has been cleaning the
finest homes for over 30 PAINTING, interior and
exterior. By the hour or
years, and a
ber 1
job. Free estimate. Call
in the =tonal
753-8343.
cleaning business today.
For a special introductory offer for July WILL KEEP CHILD in
and August, all carpet
my home, days. Prefer
and furniture- -eleatting- ---age 3 years -or-older. References. Call 753performed
will be
4732.
Scotchguard free of
charge. Also contract
cleaning daily, weekly
SMALL SIZE dozer-ideal
or monthly. Call Serfor spreading, leveling,
vicemaster, 753-0259
backfilling. Call 753-7370
today.
or 753-0129. '

FOR YOUR septic tank
WILL HAUL LIME or
while roct or sand. Call- and backhoe Work
needs. Also septic tank
753-6763, Roger Hutson,
cleaning. Call John
753-4545.
Lane. Phone 753-8669 or
ELECTRICAL WIRING
436-2586.
home and industrial, air
conditioning, and WET BASEMENT? We
refrigeration, heating.
make wet basements
Call 474-8841.
dry, work completely
guaranteed. _
LICENS EIT---ELECwrite Morgan ConTRICIAN prompt efstruction Co., Route 2,
ficient service. NO Job
Box 409A. Paducah, Ky.
too small. Call Ernest
42001. Phone day or
White, 753-0605.
night 442-7026.

LEAVING SOON, last 1961- FORD station
1971 TORINO GT. Power
wagon. $400. Call 753chance to buy large
steering, air, 2, door
Adjoining •
house.
hardtop. Dark 'Veen.
University, 201 N. 16th.
Call 527-8273 after 4:00.
1971 HARLEY DAVIDCall 753-9799.
SON Sportster, like new.
1974
BUICK
Regal
BY OWNER, 3 or 4
Call 753-4904. ,
Landau 350. Tilt wheel,
bedroom, 2 baths,
air condition, power
garage, large laundry 1949 11
MOBILE HOME anchors, GUTTERING
BY
/
2 TON Ford truck
brakes and steering.
underpinning, awnings,
room, wall to wall
for sale. Excellent
SEARS, Sears seamless
Blue with white 17, top.
carpeting, central heat
roofs sealed, and Alcoa
condition. Call 753-4590
gutters installed per
Call 7534945 after 5.
and air, near University
aluminum house siding
or can be seen at 1001
your specifications. Call
and Robertson School.
& trim. Call Jack
Glendale.
Doug Taylor at 753-2310
1973 FORD CUSTOM 500.
$39,500. Call 753-8417.
Glover, 753-1873 after 5
for free estimates.
$800.00. Phone 1-354-6217
or weekends.
1972 TRIUMP TR-6,
after 4 p.m.
CARPET CLEANING
ONE YEAR OLD 3
excellent condition. Call
ELECLICENSED
bedroom home at 1803
experienced,
753-7307.
very
1970 MONTE: CARLO
TRICIAN and gas in/
2
Westwood Drive. 11
reasonable rates,
with extras. Call 753do
will
stallation
bath, all electric, built- 1972 TOR[NO Sport. Light
references, free
6736.
blue with vinyl roof.
plumbing, heating and
estimates. Quick drying.
in stove, disposal, dishGood condition. 1605
sewer cleaning. Call 753Call 753-5827 or 753-9618.
washer, large eat in
1971 CAPRICE Classic,
South 16th,Steve Payne.
7203.
kitchen, plenty
of
extra sharp with AMPAINTING, INTERIOR,
closets, pantry in kitFM 8 track, new radial
1971 VW Super Beetle
LOADER, exterior. Also dry wall
DOZER
chen, 2 utility rooms,
muffler,
will
new
tires,
conditioner.
with air
finishing. 10 years exbackhoe work, Grading,
patio and carport.
sell worth money. Call
Good condition. $1250.
and
perience. Call 436-2563,
hauling,
Backyard fenced in.
436-5680.
Call 753-0797.
bushhogging. Free
Ralph Worley.
Close to school. Low
436-2382.
estimates.
Call
30's. Call 753-43968.
FOR SALE 1973 Cutlass 1967 MUSTANG, exNEED TREES cut, or
cellent shape. Inside and
Supreme, power and air.
light hauling. Call 753TWO STORY older home
out. $1100. Call 753-0066 irSrM Blacktopping, seal
Call 753-0131 before 3:00
4707.
repairs.
For
and
coating
in Hazel, 9 rooms, both
after 3, 753-2982.
p. m. or after 9:00 p. m.
estimates call 753-1537.
on corner lot. $8,000 or
PAINTING interior and
best offer. Call 492-8598,
truck.
pickup
1969
FORD
exterior. Commercial or
Maverick,
FORD
1970
MOBILE
753-7415.
Good motor. and new COMPLETE
residential. For
red, good condition.
home repair service,
tires. Call 753-4578.
estimate, phone Atkins
$650. Call 1-354-8191.
Antrained.
factory
4 BEDROOM brick, 2 full
Painting, 437-4534.
chors, roofs sealed,
baths, 7 miles south on
REBEL RAMBLER, 1973 BONNEVILLE. Well
plumbing, parts. Call
121, located on 1 acre of
HAVING TROUBLE
equipped, clean, good
1967. $275.00. Call 489753-3309.
land, 2 car garage, new
getting those small
condition. Call 498-8321,
2174.
dishwasher, storm
plumbing jobs done?
after 5 498-8303.
DRIVEWAYS
'
wand
windows, carpeting,
Then call 753-.6614•
1972 DATSUN 2 door gas
white
parking areas
several fruit trees.
1974 AUDI, automatic
saver, $975. 1973 Nova, 6
rocked and graded. Rip
$22,000. Phone 753-7940
AMtransmission,
air,
FOR BACKHOE and
cylinder, automatic,
Rap delivered and
or 436-2182.
FM tape deck, good
bulldozing needs. Call
$1295. Call 489-2595.
placed. Free estimates.
condition. Call 753-7699.
437-4533 or after 8 p. flu.
753Garrison,
Clifford
GATESBOROUGH 354-8161 or 354-8138.
19'76 VW DASHER Hat5429 after 4 p. m.
year old home, 3
1975 CHEVY Vega, 2 door
chback.
AM-FM,
air,
den
bedroom, 2L2 bath,
sedan, 4 speedk 4 CUSTOM HAY bailing SIGN PAINTING. Call
front wheel drive,
with fireplace, heat
between 7-10 a.m. 753cylinder, low mileage.
radials, power brakes, 4
and custom combining.
pump, central air, in9998.
Good condition. Call 247speed,
in
warranty.
753-8090.
Call
tercom, etc. Shown by
5259 or 753-4510.
Under 3,000 miles. g all
appointment. Call 753ELECTRICAL WIRING 753-6213.
3673.
Supreme. Acurtie-iiiandustrial. Call
1974 CUT
I( and If
Must sell to go back to
7. Motorcycles
Repair
Charles Cooksey after 6
1957 CHEVY convertible.
p. m. 436_5896.
college. Call 492-8407.
91 East
753-3323
Best
offer.
Can
be
seen
1975 550 SUPER SPORT
Laws
at
1114:
4
er
Richwood
0w
aeil
im
Optical,
m
ell
as
:plemp
ors,
CLUB
Honda. 1975 C1-175
1974 DODGE
FENCE SALES
AT
1104 Story Ave., 8-5.
coupe. Air conditioned.
Honda, like new. Call
$25.00 end op. Riding
SEARS now. Call Doug
Power steering and
753
:1590 or 753-1377.
uswirers, 5100 awl up. Muter1974 BUICK LESabre
Taylor at 753-2310 for
brakes, AM-FM, 50
-55.15.me repair.
Luxus. Excellent confree estimates for your
1973 OHC 650 YAMAHA,
gallon extra tank. Fifth
dition. Can be seen at
needs.
nice. Call 753-6394.
wheel and ball hitches.
Five Points Amoco, or
Best offer Call after 4,
call 753-0780 after 5 p. m;
1977 YAMAHA street
753-1549.
bike like new with 1974 442 OLDS, black with
extras, or trade for car.
1972 CHRYSLER New
stripes.
350
gold
Call 436-2216.
Yorker brougham. All
automatic with air
power, air. clean. $1500.
power
condition,
1974 HONDA CB 360,
Call 469-2752
steering and brakes. AM
excellent condition, $600
8 track stereo radio, new
or best offer. Call 489white letter radial tires, 1968 INTERNATIONAL
MURRAY'S ONLY CERTIFIED RESIDENTIAL BROKER
2375 days or 753-8498
panel truck, V-8, 4
local car. See at 208
after 6:30 p. m.
speed, 34 ton, runs good.
Irvan. Call 753-8533 or
Call-753-3944.
435-4351 after 5-p.m.
HONDA CT-70, $225.00.
Just overhauled, perfect
condition. Call 767-4177.

EXPERIENCED person
needs work - can do
cleaning, yard work,
sewing repairs and
alterations. Reasonable
rates. Call 753-3296
between 4 and 7 p. m.

INSULA
Rockwool insulation blown attics
and walls. Financing
Free
available.
estimates. Call 753-3316.
JOHN
T.
BAKER
General
Contractor
excavating
and
building. Septic
systems, top soil, gravel
and lime stone, ditching
and driveways. Call 4362262.
Poplar
WILL
CUT
lumber to specification
up to 14ft length. Call
436-5699.

QUALITY

slim

Company Inc. Air condition sales and service. Modern sheet
metal
department.
Larry
Wisehart,
President. Phone 7539290.
54 Free Column

FREE MOTHER cat and
WILL
DO
HOUSECLEANING.
all 489-2770.
L&M Blacktopping, seal
coating and repairs. For
estimates call 753-1537.
GENERAL BACKHOE
work, gravel hauling
and top soil. Call Joe
Beard, 436-2306.
CUSTOM
UPHOLSTERY. Phone
753-9753.
CUSTOM CARPET Care.
Steam clean one room at
8 cents per sq. ft. and we
will clean the hallway
free, limit 4 x 10. A 10' x
10' room would only be
$8.00. Call 753-0359.

kittens. Phone 753-6550.
FREE - Black eight
weeks old puppy. Male.
Very sweet and will
make an ideal pet. Call
436-2304.
FREE - Beautiful part
Bay
Chesapeake
Retriever puppies. Have
had all'shots and are
perfectly healthy. Must
find homes for them
within the neat three
weeks because owners
are leaving town. Will
gladly deliver. Call 4362634.
FREE - Kittens of all
ages, sizes, and colors!
Every one is beautiful
and will make lovely
pets. Call 753-3994.

SPEAKING OF MARBLE
Oh. we were. Isn't everyone?
They say. . everywhere you go NMI
hear about the fantastic things being
done with it tod.w. You be in the
know.
Come see it all at

Thornton Tile
and Marble
Quaint, that wall please
612 So. 9th

753 5719

MAT TNE NUT
Plow's the thee to alley the refresh* pea they scoseepaales
the ler* he* IN Canterbury kasha. Ms 2 bedroom, 2 bath
boas with a fermi di* reeve is sae of the meet briskly
decervaid beam In affray. Other dostrablo towhees ache&
Naha boat and air sad e firogileo. Mr addlOsaa ieferneutien
and an appolattiteat ail es anytime. 920,00010.

DONALD R

UCKER
REALTOR

1972 HONDA. 350. Nice
original. Call 753-7219.
1974 YZ 80 Yamaha trail
bike. In good condition.
Call after 4, 753-2858.

READY TO MOVE IN
NEW LISTING

Pnvote People
Will love this home on a cul-de-sac Ptay badminton in
the large backyard with the wood fence. Cook out on the
patio by the pool and enter through sliding doors into the
den. living room with dining area, 3 bedrooms, 2 baths
and double garage. Priced in low 40's. Call_Youll be glad
you did!

,

753-1492
1200 SvcaMore

YAMAHA MINI Enduro.
Motorcycle trailer. 1975
Honda 550 four with
windjammer. Call 7532226.
1971 HONDA7541-Four.
Fully chopped. Recently
painted by Jim Defew.
$1200.00. Call 354-8052.

48 Automotive Service
307 327 and 350 engine.

After Hoare
Logetu lobs - 753-6079

"*OP WAR
110
.
0

NI Payne - 7534704

WoulOoli*s:r--

-

Exceptionally well built, 3 bedroom,3 bath home
on Dudley Drive. Large manicured lawn with
garden area, central gas heat and central electric air, den with fireplace, abundant closets and
storage areas and other features too numerous to
mention here. Owner moving out of state and
home available for occupancy very soon. Phone
us for more 'information on this executive
residence.

KOPPERUD
REALTY m

e

completely rebuilt.
Slant six Plymouth
motor, rebuilt. Alk.10.Mi7/24:222.:_._

1-0144608.

PAYNDIT MARDI
Thu home, owly 1,71 blocks west of MN,ha 2 aparterestts to
kelp wake the payments. The haw feeteros 3 hodroeas, car
tra hod esid ea, and lets if storage ems. The bockyard is faired with. earlier. area. Owner leaving ail woos P0.5 sees, se
cell sidle ire sh•irs you ads asalty beat hems. $49,300.00.

711 MI*

This quality home on South Sixteenth has a
beautifully landscaped lawn with fruit trees and
/
2 baths, central
shade trees. Three bedrooms, 11
gas heat,central electric air, many extras. See it
tomorrow, be moved in before school starts.
IXTU LARGE LOT
This arti:Wtive 3 bedrooms 2 haft bean Is batted a Fulmars
Acres pat off 121 S. The Pet Is e spaciews 131 i 23/1. Ws Ma
Mr oessegh eat of tows I. ho Is the errantry. It bus coutrul eke.
,Irk heat gad eir nod item deers end windows for eaorgy
sarestion. We'd be happy to show it to year

DONALD R TUCKER A NU SERVICE REAL ESIVE RPM

502 Maple, Murray, Ky. 753-4342
sotesocowo to tietvt,
NIGHTS, WEEK ENDS HOLIDAYS
The L. Kennon .
Churl Shuffett
Patricia Miller
Donald R 'fucker. C R 9
Memter

li.hnti **wit fro Awls!(a+

Wilson ,

. 436 5676
753 4560
753 7550
753 1930
z. •

owl*.1,

Insurance and Rain EOM* Apncy, Mc.

:
V
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Deaths and Funerals 1

H. D.Cunningham,

Funeral Is Today

Father Of Murray

For Cecil Knight

Stuart To Be At Library For
Review Of Book By Mrs. Hodges

Church Of Christ

Calvary Baptists

Speaker Sunday

To Hold Revival

Baptist'
Calvary
The
southwed
of
Church,
located
Jesse Stuart, noted Ken- dramatized book reviews, has
Coldwater, will bear the Rey.
become
noted
the
at
for
be
will
her
Mark
author,
Pugh will be the
tucky
sensitive
Tommy Grubbs as the
Calloway County Public and stirring accounts of speaker at the services on
evangelist
at the revival
Monday, July 25, at Stuart's books. She will also Sunday, July 24, at 8:30 a. m.,
be held starting
services
to
Funeral services for Cecil Library
briefly
review the latest 10:40 a. m.,and six p. m.at the
for the review of his
Knight of Almo Route One 7:30 p.m.,
Monday, July 25, and con
Seventh and Poplar Church of
"The World of Jesse
book
tinuing through Sunday, July
were held this morning at ten
Christ. Bro. Pugh now resides
Homer D. Cunningham, o'clock at the chapel of the Stuart," which will be
31.
in Alabama, but will be
father of Mrs. George (Ruth) Max Churchill Funeral Home preiented by Helen Hodges,
Directing the song service
moving to Murray about
Pollard, 1201 Main Street, with the Rev. Heyward dramatist.
will
be Harbld Elkins with
August 20 to work full time in
Stuart, a prolific writer, has
Murray, died of a massive Roberts officiating.
Rebecca Moreland of the
fietiou
—assoetatiorr-with-Bro:-- John-coronary at the Staunton
Pryorsburg Baptist Church as
Pallbearers were Nicky and authored both
Dale at the Murray church.
Memorial Hospital, Staunton, Aubrey Ahart, Mason Canady,
pianist. The church and the
"On The Washing of Feet" 'The Rev. Roger Joseph will
Ill., on Saturday, July 16, at Ned Nance, Dolph& Wilson,
pastor, the Rev. William
Bro. Larry Grizzell of
with scripturefrom John 13:1- be the speaker at the revival Strong, invite the public to
1:20 a. in.
,
and Billy Mitchell. Burial was
Amarillo, Texas, will be the
17 will be the subject of the services to be held at the attend.
The deceased had taken in the Dixon Cemetery in the
guest speaker at the gospel
morning sermon. The evening Good Shepherd United
disability retirement two Land Between the Lakes.
meeting to be held at the
sermon
topic
will
be MethAist Church starting
years ago after working in the
Mr. Knight, age 61, died
Friendship Church of Christ
"Spreading the Gospel" with Sunday, July 24, and conoil fields for twenty-five years. Thursday at 1:20 p. m. at the
starting Sunday, July 24, and
scripture from Matthew 28:18- tinuing
He wasa resident of Staunton, Westvie* Nursing Home. He
through Friday, July
through Friday,
continuing
20
Ill., and was 52 years of age. was a member of the Led29. Services will be at 7:30 PJuly 29. Elwood Phelps will
Assisting
in
the
services
on
His birthdate was October 5, better Baptist Church.
' Helen Hodges
m. each day, according to
direct the song service. The
The Rev. Dr. James A.
Sunday will be Johnny
1924.
He is survived by his
2(
the
pastor, the Rev. Charles Fisher, Sr., will -speak-at-411e
aervices-v&-lwat-elewin a.
--Start
J
t
ik•
"
-TheSeaam
-1
;
11Botrmorf,
man
Jones,
He is survived by. his -v7ifE, Mrs. Irene Scott Knight, Almo a.
Floyd
Jesse Stuart." It is hoped that
m. worship,, m.and 7:30 p. m. on Sunday
Garland, Jack Ward, Bob M. Morris, who invites the 8:45 and 1,0.
Mrs. Ruth Clark Cunningham, Route One; four daughters,
there will be books available
public to attend
y,lay 14,A-- and at 7:30 p. m. Monday
'
LaMastus,
Ed
Thomas,
Jerry
his parents, Mr. and Mrs. Mrs. Bill Birdsong, Murray
at this time for the public to
through Friday.
the First United Methodist
,s,
‘ Bolls, Steve Gough, James
William. Cunningham,_ all of Route-Six,- Mrs. -Eddie McPurchase-- and
Church, Fifth and Maple
Ti
hu
-moii,
Jerry
Howard,
Staunton,
Ill.;
seven Callon, Murray Route Seven,
Jesse Stuart
autographed, a spokesman
Streets, Murray.
Richard Duke, Lorin Watson
daughters, Mrs. Pollard, and Misses Rita and Shannon fiction books, poetry, short said.
Dr. Fisher will continue the
and Rick Spann.
Murray, Mrs. Gail Mick, Mt. Knight, Almo Route One; stories, and magazine ar"The public is cordially
series'
on The Churches in
Presiding
and
serving
The
Olive, Ill., Mrs. Evelyn three sons, Jimmy, Murray, ticles. His works have been welcome to attend another one
The Unity Cumberland Revelations for the sermon at
Sawyer, Gillespie; Ill., Mrs. Joe, Alm Route One, and published in several countries of the popular Stuart-Hodges 'Lord's Supper will be Gene Presbyterian Church, located both
4eryteee. His topic will be
Mary Staggs, Edwardsville, Johnny, Kirksey:. five sisters, outside the United States reviews on Monday evening in Roberts, Ed West, Stafford on Highway 80 between "The chw.ch At
smyrnan with
Curd, and Forest Boyd. The
m., Mni. Jalene _Ward, St., Mrs. Harold Moore, Car- where he and his wife, Naomi, the
public
library
will hold scripture froth Revelations
Hardin,
Aurora
and
teen nursery helper will be
Loins, Mo., and Misses Kelly tersville, Ill., Mrs. Clifford have traveled extensively.
auditorium," the library
revival services starting 2:8-11.
Laurie Haley.
The Rev. John Sanderson,
and Judy Cunningham, Pennington, St. Louis, Mo.,
He has beet) the recipient of spokesman added.
July 24, and conSunday,
Church School will be held son of Mr. and Mrs. Voris
Bible study 'will be held at
Staunton, Ill.; six sons, Mrs. Ron Strout, Aurora, Ill., several literary and scholarly
Saturday,
through
tinuing
between the morning services. Sanderson of Murray, will be
9:40 a. m. on Sunday.
Thomas, Sorento, Ill., James, Mrs. Howard Weaver, God- awards, and his book "The Liberty Church Will
July 30.
the speaker at the seven p. m.
Pocahontas, fli., Delbert, Mt. frey, Ill., and Mrs. M. C. World of Jesse Stuart" was
Services will be at 7:30 each
worship services on Sunday,
Olive, Ill., Robert, Hillsboro, Marshall, Chicago, Ill.; nine nominated for the 1976 Hear Pastor Speak
evening with the Rev. Gayle
July 24, at the Memorial
m., and JaCk arid- Gary, grandchildren.
Pulitzer prize awards. Stuart
Barnes of Wingo as the
Baptist Church, Main and
Staunton, Ill.; three brothers,
"At Your Word I Will" Will
•
is now at Murray State
evangelist, The Rev. L. E.
Tenth Streets,Aurr,ay.
Charles,. _Gillespie, _
Untversity teaching The short be the subject of the sermon
Moore is the thou dr pastor.
Rev. Sanderson is from the
William, Wood River, Ill., and
by
the
Rev.
T.
H.
of
the
Jesse
Anders
story session
at
Bro. Kedheth Hoover will
Oneida
Baptist Institute near
Clarence, Staunton, Ill.;
the eleven a.m. worship
Stuart Writers Workshop.
speak at the 10:30 a. m. and
Manchester, Ky. He and his
seventeen grandchildren.
Helen Hodges, well-known services on Sunday, July 24, at Six p. m. worship services on,
Funeral services were held
David Clinkenbeard will be wife, Hannah, formerly
over a large area for her the Liberty Cumberland Sunday, July 24, at the
tuesday at the chapel of the
the speaker at the 10":45 a. m. served as missionaries to
Presbyterian Church, located University
Church of Christ,
Staunton-Williainson Funeral
worship services on Sunday,' Trinidad.
east of Murray off Highway
North 15th Street, Murray.
Speaker at the 10:50 a.m .
Home, 'with burial in the
The Rev. Roy g. (Buzz) July 24, at the First Christian
94.
Prentice Ross, age 74, of 507
His morning sermont topic Rabatin
Staunton Memorial Gardens, Beale Street, died F4day at
will be the speaker at Church. He will be speaking in services on Sunday will be the
Sunday School *ill be at ten will be
"God's System of the 10:45 a. m.
Staunton, Ill.
worship ser- the absence of the pastor, the church pastor, the Rev.
a.m. The Rev. Sanders will
10:15 p. m.at his home here.
Strength" with scripture from vices on
Sunday, July 24, at Rev. Dr. David C. Roos, who is Jerrell White. He will begin a
also direct the song service.
Mr. Ross is survived by his
II Thess. 2:10;7. "The Grace the
First Presbyterian in England. Mr. Clinken- revival meeting with the
wife, Martha, of the home
of
God Hath Appeared" with Church, Main
The annual homecoming
and 16th beard's subject will be "A Buffalo Lick Baptist Church
address; three daughters,
scripture from Romans 5:12- Streets,
near Cadiz on Sunday night
will
be
held
Sunday,
July
24,
at
Murray. He is the Touch Of Faith."
Mrs. Russell (Mary) Wells,
21 will be the evening sermon recommended
Worship leader will be Jim which will continue through
candidate of
Maybee, Mich.; Mrs. Ruth the Mt. Carmel United
topic.
the
church's
pastor Clinkenbeard, brother of te Sunday, July 31.
Harmon, Rochester, Mich.; Methodist Church, located
Larry Dunn will be the song nominating
Lester Garland will serve as
committee and a speaker. Margaret Porter will
and Mrs. Lee (Virginia) north of Kirksey off Highway
leader and W. H. Brooks will special
deacon
of the week. The Rev.
be
the
choir
director
and
299.
Jane
congregational
The funeral for Douglas Bolen, Murray; and two sons,
make the announcements. The meeting will be held
Speaker at the eleven a. m.
following - Prince will be the organist. Ronald Hampton, minister of
Shoemaker of Murray Route Clayton Ross of Fullerton,
morning scripture will be read the worship
services to decide Candle lighter will be Buffy music, will direct the song
Four will be held today at Calif.; and Robert Ross of worship services will be the
by
Martin
with
Bobby
prayers
service and the adult choir for
church
pastor,
the
Rev.
Jim
whether to extend a formal Greer.
Bro. Ed Casteel will be the
New Hartford, N. Y.
three p. m. at the chapel of the
to be led by Richard Smith and call to Rev.
special music. Mrs. Margaret
Elders
serving
Glass.
will
be
Lyle
Sunday
School
will
be
Rabatin.
speaker
at
Also
surviving
are
four
the
Funeral
New
Blalock-Coleman
Gingles. Terry Smith will
Rob
Wilkins will be organist and
Underwood
and
Dr.
at
ten
a.
A.
H.
m.
His
main
Providence Church of Christ
sermon topic will
Home with the Rev. Coy sisters, Mrs. Roy Garland,
read the evening scripture be "Life's Lifting
Mrs. Dianne Dixon will be
Titsworth.
Henry
Following
the
B.
basket
dinner,
Sunday
at
the
Fulton,
Places"
Mrs.
Beulah
Hammond,
Ind.;
worship
Tammie
Rev.
Garrett and the
with Bob Starks and Tonimye
with scripture from Rev. 1:9- D. Hall, John Ford Hall, pianist.
Martin officiating, and Mrs. Holland, Madison Heights, a gospel singing will be held. periods. Bible Study will be at Taylor to lead the prayers.
Sunday School will be at 9:40
All
interested
persodr--are
10a.
Prior to this he will give a Major Darrel McFerron,
10:00
a.
m.
and
5:30
p.
m.
Mich.;
Mrs.
Cordis
Fox,
organist.
Farrell
as
Richard
Serving The Lord's Supper special
a. m.and Church Training will
Coleman
McKeel,
Dan
urged
to
bring
or
send
their
children's
sermon
Periods
of
worship
will
be
at
Mrs.
Luther
Serving as pallbearers will Hazel; and
will be David Thompson,
entitled
"Pennies
and McKeel, Robert Puttoff, and be at six p. m.
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